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Hot Springs and Gourmet Foods,
a Formula for Health and Happiness.

Director

East Coast National Scenic Area Administration,
Tourism Bureau, MOTC

The combination of hot springs and gourmet Food in eastern Taiwan is not only a presentation of elegant fashion, but also a composition of varied delightfulness. While on your way to enjoy the
hot springs and specialty foods, travel around to many sightseeing
spots on the East Coast. With the tour guide recommendations
from this book and the encouragement of gifts, as well as special
offers from stores, you will gain not only the joy of travel, but also
the satisfaction of mind. Such a happy feeling deserves to be experienced in person!

Gourmet Food is another item beloved by people. The East Coast,
with its pureness, provides bountiful products; the culture of eating among the mountains and sea also creates various tasty treats,
especially the billfish seafood dishes of Chenggong Township in
Taitung County, which are the must-eat specialties for visitors who
visit the East Coast.

The mountain movements in ancient times did not just shape the
geography; off the East Coast, high temperatures seep out from
two tectonic plates crushing feverishly together. The passion from
deep in the earth’s curst is released by way of the under water flow
that relaxes peoples’ bodies and washes away the annoying and
worrisome world. Here is a hot spring that has been loved by people around the world from time immemorial.
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埤朆〞
Preface from the Director

The beautiful East Coast is the 'back garden' of Taiwan; and the
hot springs concealed among the Coastal promontories, the valleys
and outlying islands in the sea, are the “treasure of the back garden”.
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No.5,Daken,Yanliao Village,
Shoufeng Township,
Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄867-1326
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No.1-4,Shuimuding,
Sanjian Village,Changbin Township,
Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄881-418

ADD處╿㤀侲朆䆀折ᾘ朢㣠
!!!!!!㷃㵜ᾐ1-4埮

Bashian Cave Visitor Center

ዺ᠔ΐហጱ፬

No.52,Shihtiping,
Gangkou Village,
Fengbin Township,
Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄878-1452

ADD處呀噽侲巟䆀折㾾╲㣠䦂㨾⣹52埮

Shihtiping Visitor Center

ᐅ᭮ᘗΐហጱ፬

No. 215,Zhongshan Rd.
S e c . 3 , R u i s u i To w n s h i p ,
Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-5400

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折ᾼ⸀彾ᾘ㵄215埮

Siouguluan River Rafting Center

No.298,Nanliao Village,
Green Island Township,
Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄672-026

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ298埮

Green Island Visitor Center

ΐហጱ፬

No.500,Songjiang Rd.Sec.1,
Taitung City
TEL處虃089虄281-136

ADD處╿㤀⾑㤍㷮彾ᾏ㵄500埮

Siaoyeliou
Visitor Center

ጟᱥΐហጱ፬

No.25,Xincun Rd,
Xinyi Village,
Chenggong Township,
Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄841-520

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽
ⅰ儸捛㜿㣠彾25埮

East Coast National
Scenic Area Administration ȥ
Duli Visitor Center

ᰤᏥᱡȥᱣ⍹ΐហጱ፬

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ᾘ捛⦉养彾74埮

No.74,Jihui Rd,
Sansian Village,
Chenggong Township,
Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄850-785

ADD處呀噽侲⪌巟折瀌㣠⪶⣠5埮

ᖔᘨ❞ỿᛕᒧጱ፬

ጃᏄΐហጱ፬

Sansiantai Visitor Center

⊎ΐហጱ፬

Hualien Visitor Center

Visitor Center of East Coast National Scenic Area Administration
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A蚗㼆⹇⸀劗ҷ㎟攽抌㴆ᾙ䰉蚗From the top of East Coast
虃㤦㟾⽬ / 㚬 Photo by Lin, Jing-Chuan虄
B蚗伯⺅㢬㝴䀺㹘蚗Jhaorih Seawater Hot Spring
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Gift from the Earth

B

The passion from deep within the earth’s shell spreads in eastern
Taiwan from Green Island, Zhiben, Antong, Ruisui, and is released
by way of the underwater flow; here are hot springs loved by people around the world. Under the trail of the eastern Taiwan travel
line, those famous hot spring spots form a golden hot spring belt.
You may go by way of Provincial Highway 11, Yuchang Highway or
Ruigang highway through the coastal mountain range to the sea, or
go by way of a boat that sails to Green Island. The high quality hot
springs of the East Coast is waiting to relax your body and wash
away the annoying and worrisome world.

The Love Melody Woven by Hot Spring
and the Eastern Mountains and the Ocean

Finally, around 2 million to 200 thousand years ago, two main
plates collided. The volcanic island arch to the south-east was
merged into Taiwan island and formed the Coastal Mountain range.
This movement did not just shape the geography. Off the East
Coast, the high water temperatures seeping from the two tectonic
plates intense crash is still there.

7
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Gift from the Earth

Millions upon millions of years ago, when the “ancient Taiwan Island” on the Euro-Asia plates gradually cropped up, a volcanic island arch was formed as the Philippine sea plate slowly moved.

Warm Flow from Deep within the Earth’s Crust
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Taiwan Hot Spring Research Center of Chia Nan University of Pharmacy & Science, an institute that did a complete analysis of local hot
springs, has done research on how the hot springs improve one’s
health condition. Below is the summary regarding the common characteristics of the four main hot spring areas in this book:

Something You Should Know About Hot Springs

⢷䀺㹘㹘幹⎕㤟榦䉉㾀⋴䠓➘ⓦ坴䖕䭠㐏⪶ⴇ╿䇲䀺㹘䦣䰅䠋ⷤᾼ
ㅒ虇΅㢍捬䀺㹘怺汣䠓⿺懁姛幖㜨嘟桕虇⁴ᾚ㗧撓⌅ᾼ杫㝋
㢻㢇5⪶䀺㹘Ⓩ⿇嬚䠓䀺㹘䐈ㆶ處

ጰᎵጰᛵ᠌⋊ᧁᙨ

Hot springs attract people in many ways, can relax our bodies; what
is good for keeping fit is the most attractive, like improving skin condition, intestines and stomach, chronic disease, women’s disease,
external injuries and so on. The business people at the Antong hot
springs indicate that they have heard the aboriginal people say that
when their tribal people felt uncomfortable in early times, they would
come to soak in the wild field hot springs for several days, then their
health condition would be improved.
During an age when medical service was not popular, hot springs
might cure some diseases. However, here we would like to remind
you, before you choose a hot spring as a slow recovery method to
convalesce from a health problem, please consult a doctor.

The Mystery is the Circulation
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Hot Springs that Lures People
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Chloride Spring
Sulphates Spring

㶾⒥䏸䧺指瀌㹘

!!!!!!ᑠ᱓!Antong!

Sodium Bicarbonate Spring,
contains iron

►旄䩂指㶺掘㹘

!!!!!!!!!ἛⓂ!Ruisui!

!!!

1. Before soaking in the hot spring, please take a rest around one hour.
2. Rinse off starting from the feet, then move slowly upwards to rinse the whole body.
Finally, sprinkle hot spring water over your head which may prevent faintness.
3. Slowly immerse yourself in the hot spring pond. Have the spring up to the height of
your chest around 3-5 minutes, then soak to the shoulders. This will prevent strokes.
4. While soaking in the hot spring, if you sweat a lot or your heart races, it means you
should leave. Also, the hotter the spring, the longer or more frequently you soak in the
spring, the more it will take water away from your skin and fat from your body!
5. If you feel dizzy or have heart palpitations, please leave the pond slowly and take a
rest. If the condition does not improve, you should stop soaking in the hot spring.
6. We recommend that an older person or one with a weak heart do not take a sitting
position to soak; instead, use the edge of the bath pond as a pillow, opening up your
arms and legs to slip and float into the bath. This will prevent panicking or heart
compression.
7. Please avoid the higher temperatures around the mouth of the spring to prevent
burning. The best water temperature is 38-42ʿ.
8. Before and after the bath, please drink some water; also, please avoid over-eating after
the bath.

How to Utilize a Hot Spring for Keeping Fit
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䊰吁憞㞝虃►旄㹘虇㶶⒥ㄛ◗媟吁虄虇㷃㽋ㄦ㬄ㅺ虇㢘䃳䁠创匩䠓㛗㤫Ҹ⃕汧姏⩢╙勝卮䝔㈲
⎖⒎样㊞檁䚷ҸCrystal clear without any color ( spring contains iron, after being oxidized, the color turns

䩂指㶺掘㹘

brown ), its temperature drops rapidly, with moistening skin effect.

Potassium Alum; do not use for drinking.

Sodium
Bicarbonate
Spring

吁ㄽ灒虇►呵☂虇►㞝㮙㎟₌䠓ᾜ╾檁䚷ҸWith a light yellow color, bitter taste, this spring contains

Sulphates
Spring

Chloride Spring, Calcium Chloride Spring and Magnesium Chloride Spring, all with a salty taste.!

⎕䉉掘.㶾⒥䏸㹘ҷ掲.㶾⒥䏸㹘ҷ攑.㶾⒥䏸㹘虇⌆㢘瀈☂Ҹ⌅ᾼ虇掘.㶾⒥䏸㹘厙䯀Ӂ橮瀌
㹘ӂ虇㵉啛テ虇⃕汧姏⩢╙勝卮䝔㈲⎖⒎样㊞檁䚷ҸThis kind of spring can be divided into Sodium

䧺指瀌㹘

Chloride
Spring

㶾⒥䏸㹘

᠌⋊ᧁᙨℚᚽẤᗇṌ!!The characteristics of spring classand points for attention

䩂指㶺掘㹘
Sodium Bicarbonate
Spring

Chloride
Spring

Ꮵ!Zhiben!

㶾⒥䏸㹘

!!Green Island!

⁉⠽ㄏ䠓䀺㹘
Hot Springs that Lures People
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that towel and put it into the pond, which will pollute the water.

4.!You may fold a towel and put it on the top of your head for wiping sweat, but do not take

3.!Do not rub your body in the soaking pond; this is not good for public health.

25/㹰㼃ᾼ呴㢘₊⃤ᾜ懸虇屚䱚│桱㷯憩䥴㢜⑨⁉♰Ҹ

people. Keep a polite manner.
2.!Slowly and gently get into the soaking pond, to avoid splashing water on other people.

1.!After taking off clothes, please use a tower to wrap your body, do not gaze at other

Some Little Reminders

5/!╾ⶖ㵪⾍僽㝋榼榑虇㝈ⅎ㙵㷦Ҹ⃕ᾜ嬐ⶖ㵪⾍㹰⋴㷯ᾼ虇⁴⋜㷰㥢㷃幹Ҹ

4/!⒎⢷㷯⋶㖢㕘怺汣虇⬷䪨⋻⌀姪䚮Ҹ

3/!悤佸⎉⋴㹰㿾㷯虇⁴戎⋜㷯㷃䃠䆉⁉Ҹ

2/!姲ㄛ⁴㵪⾍悤懽怺汣虇⒎㹷嬥⁉怺汣虇Ⅼ㒐仂⩺㽠⬂㶲幹Ҹ

ᛔ!ᵓ!▚!↞!ጟ!Ꮉ!

the pond immediately and inform the service staff.

14. Should you have any discomfort when taking the soaking bath, please leave

a rest before taking a hot spring bath to prevent faintness or shock.

13. After a long journey, or if very tired or after strenuous exercise, please take

bath alone to prevent an accident.

12. Elderly people or those not in good health should avoid taking a hot spring

younger than 3-years-old should avoid taking a hot spring bath.

11. Pregnant women, elderly who have difficulty with movement and kids

fect. Do not use this as a main treatment.

10. Although the hot spring may be curative, it takes a long time to see the ef-

9. Do not go into the sauna booth directly to avoid damage to your corneas.

8. The height of the hot spring should be no higher than the heart.

7. Each soaking time should last no more than 15 minutes.

6. Pets are not allowed to join the bath.

a hot spring bath.

5. Being drunk, or having an empty or full stomach condition are not suitable for

4. Women during their period are not allowed to take a hot spring bath.

3. People with dry or allergy-sensitive skin should avoid a hot spring bath.

taking the hot spring bath.

chronic circulatory diseases should follow their doctor’s instruction before

2. People with heart disease, lung disease, high blood pressure, diabetes,

with transmittable diseases are not allowed into the bath.

1. Before soaking in the hot spring pond, wash your body thoroughly; people

Warnings and Advisory Notes!
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㹰䀺㹘Ὶ䬐ㅛ厖㹷㊞‚榔
Warnings and Advisory Notes

24/朆憣彚㼘ҷ䝁⑭懝〵ҷ␖䉗懚⑤ㄛ虇䮜⃫₠ㇾ⌜⋴㼃虇⁴⋜イ䠋勵扷帶
姏㎥₠⋚䖍巰Ҹ

23/〃㴁悒汧ҷ⇴う㲯ℂ冔虇㍘戎⋜✽䓷⋴㼃虇⁴⋜䠋䚮㊞⪥Ҹ

22/ⳤ⯵ҷ姛⑤ᾜⅎ冐⁉╙㢹䂎4㴁Ὶ》⋡虇ᾜ⋴㼃Ҹ

21/䀺㹘㹘幹桥㢘䟑㛗虇⃕㹰㿾岪䰅朆㢮䟑檙虇⒎⁴㹰㿾䉉Ὴ嬐㹊䟑㝈ゞҸ

:/㹰ⴛ䀺㹘ᾜ䢃㔴懁⋴䉳䵀虇⁴⋜憯㎟䣋孡匫≆ⵂҸ

9/䀺㹘㼇㹰汧〵ᾜ弔懝ㅒ卮Ҹ

8/㼇㹰㟑朢虇ᾏ㲰ᾜ弔懝26⎕斧Ҹ

7/䬐㳱㚫⿅ⶄ䏸⋴㼃Ҹ

6/拡挘ҷ䰉匈╙檌橮ㄛ虇ᾜ⋴㼃Ҹ

5/⬂ㆶ䚮䖕㢮朢䬐㳱⋴㼃Ҹ

4/ㆶ╙懝㛞ㆶ䠽匩虇㍘戎⋜㹰䀺㹘Ҹ

3/㈲㢘ㅒ卮䝔ҷ剉䝔ҷ汧姏⩢ҷ乥ⷎ䝔╙⌅ㄹ䘿亊伀栫䪨䳘㋱ㆶ䝍䝔冔虇
㍘ℬ䋶挺⾺㒖䫉⋴㼃Ҹ

2/⋴㼃⏜㍘⋗ㅈ〤㺦㽷怺汣虇㈲㢘≂㥢ㆶ䝍䝔冔䬐㳱⋴㼃Ҹ

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
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2.ㄭ╿㤀㯮⧃㖼ῧ橪㯮⏜ㄏ虇厹䮚亓15⎕斧Ҹ虊 Fly from Taitung airport. The trip takes about
15 minutes.╿㤀厹䰉䱨虊Taitung Airport TEL處虃089虄361-111ㅆⴘ厹䰉╿㤀䱨虊Daily Air
(Taitung) TEL處虃089虄362-489

1.ㄭⵛ⸰䂐㾾㖼ῧ″憩又⏜ㄏ虇厹䮚亓50⎕斧Ҹ虊 Travel by boat from the Fugang Fishing
Harbor. The trip takes about 50 minutes. For the timetable and to book tickets.又䕼㥴寱ҷ宑䫷
虃又懙佁虄TEL處虃089虄280-011 http://www.ezboat.com.tw/

㆝灋╊虚!How to get thereǻ

The image of Green Island is one of white sandy beaches, lighthouse, coral
reefs and endless ocean scenery. The soft dawn light, seabed hot springs and
the Kuroshio(the Japan Current) are some of the inner beauties of the island.

ᐩ༣ǵқ᠁ǵ࣑ྴᕛ܌ᄬԋੇޑඳǴࢂᆘޑཀຝǹ
ᔛӀǵੇۭྕࢨǵᙒੇࢩᙦޑዊǴࢂᆘޑϣ఼Ƕ

⑿ᐤሪ!Green Island

Hot Springs and Gourmet Food

䀺㹘儝橮櫦ⵃ
This fact resulted in the preservation of the environment and
Green Island remained largely
undisturbed. The beaches, the
coral reef and the mountain
chains merge into beautiful tropical island scenery. In 1990 Green
Island was included in the East
Coast National Scenic Area and
a Visitor center has been established on the Island.

懝╊虇伯⺅㢍⡯䬐㨞嬐䐾䴰⏅⎉
⋴虇┊⡯㳳Ⅼ㢘㢃⪩⪸䋅㟾孏Ҹ
䃣㽷䠓㼆䇧ҷ倌亪䠓䕙䗩䪐ҷ佉
瀦䠓⢿㟾☛⸀⽡虇㭚㎟令儝䠓⺅
⽋樷㉔䛺Ҹ㶠⢚81〃虇⢚㶠懙
㌸樷㶲㝴䡪虇憟䃇憏╊伯⺅䠓䫭
䭧棱亦Ҹ㶠⢚8:〃亜⋴㤀扷㼆⹇
⢚ⵅ樷㟾Ⓩ伢䍮䴰䖕䵓⢜虇䡽⏜
宼㢘䴰䖕䱨╙懙ⴱᾼㅒ虇㕟K㝔
懙屽寱㢜⑨Ҹ
Green Island, once called Sanasai, lies in the Pacific to the
South East of Taiwan and is just

1 8 n a u t i c a l m i l e s f r o m Ta i t u n g
city. This 16 sq km island was
once used as a penal colony for
hard criminals and it was not possible for people to come and go
freely.

伯⺅厙䯀Ӂ䇺䍡⺅ӂҷӁ桭ㅒ
⽋ӂҷTbobtbj虃┮⃞㶠尭虄虇
⃜㝋╿䇲㤀ⓦ㝈䠓⪹。㺚ᾙ虇彬
桱╿㤀⾑亓29㼆㻻虃44⋻捛虄虇
棱䯜亓27。㝈⋻捛Ҹ㶠⢚49〃㛈
▜Ӂ伯⺅ӂҸ
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Jhaorih Seawater Hot Spring

ᑀᵓᛦ⅃! ᴟ፶ỹ᠌

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
Spring is on the southeast coast
of Green Island. The sea-water
is heated inside the earth and

䡽⏜虇㢬㝴䀺㹘ᾜ⃕㢘㏅⪥䀺
㹘㺂㷯ҷⴳ⋶䀺㹘㼃㷯虇⁴╙4
〶⢢ヱ棁⪸㼃㷯虇㽰㷃㸥㺦宼
∨ҷ孏㟾╿ҷ㽋‼䳘◷戙宼㝌
΅䢇䜅ⴛ✓Ҹ㹰㿾Ὶ檧戓╾刌
䅳ҷ孏㞮ҷ慝㡨⋘虇㞾䢇䜅䓷
䐈䠓䀺㹘汣毦Ҹ

㢬㝴䀺㹘⃜㝋伯⺅㤀ⓦ㝈虇┮
▜Ӂ䂍㷃⣹ӂ虇㝴㹊㟑㢮䯀䉉
Ӂ㝼䀺㹘ӂ虇ῒ㼆㷃䂁⋴⢿ⷳ
㾀埤虇╦⎿⢿䍀䀺ㄛ虇ㄭ⸸
ⷳ侺栨㿶⎉虇䉉ᾥ䛛ᾘ⪶㼆〤
䀺㹘Ὶᾏ虃╵3〶⃜㝋㝴㢻Ῥ⽭
☛儸⪶⎸⒦㝈虄Ҹ㹘幹䉉䄓䄗
憞㞝䠓㶾⒥䏸㹘虇㿶⎉╲䠓㹘
䀺╾懣:1ʿ虇指瀋⇋亓qI8/7虇
⃕䊰䅒䉗䧺䪉☂Ҹ㼇㹰ㄛ虇䠽
匩⋘䁠军ᾜ灞䄏Ҹ

⑿ᐤዩ

There are outdoor and indoor
hot-spring pools, three openair baths and fresh water facilities. Come here to enjoy a good
hot-spring soaking, watch the
stars and welcome the dawn, a
unique experience.

flows from a gap in the rock
of the seabed. This is one of
the three main under sea hot
springs that exist in the world
(the others are in Kyushu, Japan and North Italy). The spring
water is crystal clear and can
be as hot as 90 ʿ at the mouth
of the outflow. It is a SulphateChloride spring and the water,
which has a pH value of 7.6,
also has a strong sulfur smell.
After soaking in the spring, you
will feel your skin to be very
smooth and not oily or rough.

15
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Gourmet Food and the Hot Spring on Green Island

ỹ᠌ᡱᣋᐵḁᅮ

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

Ń蚗溂㨷壵䖒蚗őŪůŦŢűűŭŦġ őųŢŸůŴ蚗ᾏ懢⿇䠓
啫檩虇⢷伯⺅㼆㺚㶪⢜䠓嫾㏧虇厖▜ど䠓㏚坬Ὶ
ᾚ虇憨懢伢⌇㢘嗦弔弙ᾏ去䠓幹㊮Ҹ

ł蚗旄㤎瀎刘蚗ňųŪŭŭŦťġŗŦůŪŴŰů蚗伢懝╊勴埤䖕䠓
瀎刘虇㖼拜䚫㪡ҷ㺚嚴╙欨啖䠓䚧洽虇╲☂ㇿ⎿
⬌埤Ҹ

This B&B is next to the Shilang shallow area where you can hire diving equipment to visit the undersea
world. The host was once the chef of
a 5-star hotel and there is an openair BBQ with a great variety of fresh
food to satisfy the gourmet eye and
taste.

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠䂐㾾1-80埮
Fishing Port No.1-80,Nanliao Village,Green Island Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄672-141ҷ672-189 FAX處虃089虄672-196
http://www.sanasai.com.tw

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處2000弆虃梏梊尀榟宑虄虊A group Meal for up to 10 persons starts
at NT$ 2000 per table (call for a reservation)
⾛卧2⁉⫦㏎虊Greek Style Suite for 2 persons處NT$處2000
⾛卧4⁉⫦㏎虊Greek Style Suite for 4 persons處NT$處3200
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Prices for meals and accommodation

Information

B

A

余抿䦂㢦㻽䃪Ⓩ虇㏢朚朏䰦ⷀ㢘㼆
㟾Ҹ䰎ᾙ㻽䃪婬∨虇ⷀ╾ᾏ㔱㼆〤
ᾥ䛛Ҹ棁⪸⾃㵣R虇K㍘⪩䮽㜿洽橮
㣟虇㢍伢㞾‣㞮亩橾〦Ὴど䠓㶠ⵎ
Ὴ⁉ⷤ䖍虇⁴吁欨☂ↀ⋷䠓㜨
䖕虇⪶⪶䂎彂㈷䠓嬥孉☛☂孉Ҹ

㎏㎏䇺䍡⺅㼆戙〵⇖㶠ⵎ虊Sanasai B & B

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠䂐㾾2-9埮
Fishing Port No.2-9,Nanliao Village,Green Island Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄671-009 FAX處虃089虄671-008
䍮㫼㟑朢虊Opening Time處18處00蚙24處00

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處1500弆虇⌅✽灭啫檩⁴㟑⊈宗䴦虊A group Meal for up to 10
persons starts at NT$ 1500 per table, for a single order the prices are seasonal.
虃梏梊尀榟宑虊call for a reservation虄

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

蚗㬄♐伯⺅⸀儙刘䎟蚗ŎŶŵŵŰůġ ŉŰŵġ
ő Ű ŵ 虊 ŏ ŕ ĥ 處 ĳ Ĺ ı 虃 ĵ ⁉ ₌ 虊 ŧ Ű ų ġ Ŷ űġ
ŵŰġ ĵűŦųŴŰůŴ虄蚗儙⪶氷䌻䋘䠓㿾
〤虇╾䊰柟㿾Ҹᾏ㴁烰䠓儙㔡氷☛
⿅䠽刘⧙╊㹈ҷ╊毆ㄛ虇⁴㜿䜕Ⳬ䋅
丘䳘欨㜨╙ᾼ坴㣟五䍡乍䍘虇ㆤ儙毆
☂䠓㢚╚╾朚ㅒᾏ寵Ҹ

Only open in the evenings. The store
owner thinks that the daytime weather is too hot on Green Island and
evening is the time to enjoy gourmet
food. They offer bountiful and delicious dishes at a price that will surprise you. The owner is friendly and
sincere.

蚗㹿ゞ㽋㑛伯⺅⪶呀㤬ҷ、帬⚖蚗ŕũŢŪŭŢůťġ ŴŵźŭŦġ ŤŰŭťġ
ŔŲŶŪťġ ťųŦŴŴŦťġ ŸŪŵũġ ŴŢŶŤŦ虊ŏŕĥ處ĲĶı蚗伯⺅㾀㼆䠓弔
亩⪶呀㤬虇刴┩ҷ恮Œプ䏨虇㖼拜䚫儝䠓帬刘ҷ五㺚嚴ҷ
ⱸ㼆⿅呌虇⁴╙✩挡☂圍䠓㹿ゞ指愲挻㷐虇㞾ᾏ懢㾔䏌╗
⿅䠓毩⫖儝☂Ҹ

䠌⪸ᾜ朚〦虇㟩ᾙ㏜䍮㫼Ҹ榦㢘↚
ㆶ䠓冐杕尜䉉伯⺅䠌⪸䈝䍀虇▒
䶰✽悤橮│╾虇㟩ᾙ㏜㞾›䚷儝橮
䠓㟑⋘Ҹ巟ⵛ䠓儝☂虇㊞㊂ᾜ⎿䠓
。⊈虇⋔⎕ⷤ䖍尯㊞Ҹ21〃ℕ亾䯜
ᾜⶠ冐Ὴ槶虇㞾榦╦⢿㝈刾䠓
〦ⵅҸ

橪⪸泩檟も虊Flying Fish Local Food Restaurant

⑿ᐤዩ
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⑿ᐤዩ

蚗䈡旄䛁蚗ŇųŪŦťġ œŢŴŵųŦŭŭŪŨŦųġ ŬŢůŢŨŶųŵŢ虊ŏŕĥ處
ĳıı蚗Ӂ旄䛁ӂ䉉䦂淘䭠帬槭虃ńũŪŵŰůŪťŢŦ虄虇⿇
◇染⢷⸸侺㚬橮垊槭虇榗䚷䐈媌䠓捠ⷻ⽴⌆㔰桕Ҹ
⦔䧻䠓⌠䛁΅榗⪩㲰㜁㏢ҷ㸥㺦㏜劌╊柳虇䢇䜅幊
⽴Ҹ伯⺅⁉憩⿇ⶖ旄䛁䋽懝㡻Ⅼ⳧虇嬐▒䠓㟑
↨⌜䠋㹰䋽恮∨䚷Ҹᾏ去⇩㹤㞾厖ᾘⷳ刘▛䈡虇⌜
⁴瀌ҷ乥ҷ挻㹈ҷ㸨哅屎☂虇㞾伯⺅⁉ⵃ⾼ㅔ∨䠓
啫檩ҸRastrelliger kanagurta is a mackerel and
belongs to the family Scombridae. This creature
is found sticking to the insides of cracks in the
rock where it eats algae. A special metal tool is
used to capture them.

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠䂐㾾彾37埮
No.37,Fishing Port Rd,Nanliao Village,Green Island Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄672-003

▗啫虃7蚙8⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處1500弆虇⌅✽灭啫檩⁴㟑⊈宗䴦虊A group Meal for 7 to 8
people starts at NT$ 1500 per table. For a single order the price is seasonal.

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

蚗≂伀呀䚮巕募蚗
ŕ ų Ţ ť Ū ŵ Ū Ű ů Ţ ŭ ġ ŕ Ű ŧ Ŷġ
ŸŪŵũġ őŦŢůŶŵŴ蚗⁴㬷
㹈ㄛ䠓呀䚮巕㾲媌
㎟虇樷☂䓷䐈虇ᾜ㞾
。⿇㢘虇㢘㬷㹈㏜㢘
ㄦ▒Ҹ

蚗䉇橪泩蚗ŇųŪŦťġ ŧŭźŪůŨġ ŧŪŴũ虊ŏŕĥ處ĲĶı蚗呴
嬐巹成⢿›䚷橪泩虇拴䉇㞾㢏劕䠓㝈ゞҸ媈
ᾙ圓丘㹈䉇虇憲亿⏉΅崙ㄦ拴劕⬌⋴╲Ҹ

ń蚗洽泩灄佩蚗ŕũŪůġ ůŰŰťŭŦŴġ ŸŪŵũġ ŧųŦŴũġ ŧŪŴũ虊ŏŕĥ處Ĳıı蚗╲㊮亽䠓
灄佩虇拜ᾙ洽儝䠓泩䏖☛㿾㷐虇䶰✽䠓㜨䖕虇┊⁉䉉Ὶ⑤ⵈҸ

⚟⾺∔虊㵞⒔NT$處100虊ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠139埮虊
No.139,Nanliao Village,Green Island Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄671-225

Seaweed rice cake contains green seaweed. Various flavors of stuffing
to your choice: Original, Peanut, Sesame or Green Tea. Provided by
Master Tang at NT$ 100 per pack.

Q恮䠓灊乻䠽⫍坞―伯吁㼆哘虇厖㼆哘刘⢢㢘䛿㢁▛⽴Ὶ⬨Ҹ㢘┮
☂ҷ呀䚮ҷ听灊ҷ伯哅䳘ᾜ▛⋶檰Ҹ Soft, yet with texture; the sticky

染⿅ᾏ㕟虊㼆哘灊乻 Seaweed Rice Cake

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠17埮虊No.17,Nanliao Village,Green
Island Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄671-115

Information

19

蚗㼆哘刘⢢⫦檟蚗ŔŦŢŸŦŦťġ ŮŦŢŵţŢŭŭŴġ ńŰŮţŰ虊ŏŕĥ處
ĳĶı蚗㼆哘刘⢢䉉Ὴ啫虇䱨╿䢇㓉䠓啫吁⏖㢘處䚮泩
䏖ҷ洽泩㿾ҷ巕㷐吴啫ҷ伯⺅妈ҷ䱯泩┆虇⁴╙㤫挚屎
☂䠓㼆䕙䗩Ҹ
Ń蚗㺪䫭塚䈡橾蚗œŪŤŦġ ŇųŪŦťġ ŸŪŵũġ ņŨŨŴġ Ţůťġ œŰŴŦŭŭŦ虊ŏŕĥ處Ĺı蚗乥䂻㺪
䫭呀☛塚䈡橾虇⁉ᾜ㛱僽ⅰ䠓仓▗虇䱮㢘榦䉉㳲灭䠓䁚☂Ҹ

蚗 㼆 哘 刘 ⢢ 蚗
ŔŦŢŸŦŦťġ ŎŦŢŵţŢŭŭŴ
虊ŏŕĥ處ĵı蚗㠅憞
䠓丘䠽虇㼆哘桀亓╾
嬚虇⎴㢘ᾏ䛹樷☂Ҹ

A B
C ł

On Green Island, traditional Taiwanese meatballs and seaweed have an
unexpected relationship! The Ding
couple, who are from Taitung, add
seaweed to their meatballs and use
other special ingredients to give their
dishes a novel flavor.

⓿巰ᾼ⋺䲎ⳟ㏢ᾜ嗦䠓㼆哘☛刘
⢢虇䱮⢷伯⺅䠋䚮―杫⅑Ҹ⭚⃫Ⅰ
冔㞾ℕ卹╿㤀䠓ᾐテҷ栂䔘䗃⪺
⯵Ҹᾜ≔刘⢢㘊⋴㼆哘虇⌅啫檩
΅懚䚷䐈吁橮㣟虇␄⎉㜿⫖䁚☂虇
䅒┩䠓卹㎠樷㧋虇ⷀ≞ᾏ⧃☂孉䠓
㔱根Ҹ

⡯䉉ᾗ⪺⪸⪸⎉㼆㓤泩虇㏏⁴㜖溂
▒俌㢘㢏㜿洽䠓泩帷虇ᾙ䂐又
卹⾀䠓虇⊈㧋䢇䜅㉯Ҹ军䢚䶰
✽䠓㜨䖕虇䀥∨⪺ᾜ欻埝虇䉉
㷑㢏ℂ╲㊮虇橮㣟䠕亿ㅒ埤䖕懝㏜
ᾚ據虇㞾⢿㝈榦䉉㔷⺖䠓〦Ҹ

The store owners have their own
fishing boat and the host fishes
himself every day. Here you can get
the freshest fish on the island and
the prices are pretty friendly. This
restaurant is recommended by the
locals.

㼆哘刘⢢干〦虊Seaweed Taiwanese Meatballs

Green island

㜖溂▒虊Wenfeng Refreshment House

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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A

A D D 處 ╿ 㤀 侲 伯 ⺅ 折 ⓦ  㣠 111 埮 虊 N o . 111 , N a n l i a o V i l l a g e , G r e e n I s l a n d
Township,Taitung CountyҶTEL處虃089虄671-022ҶFAX處虃089虄671-039

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處1500弆虇⌅✽灭啫檩⁴㟑⊈宗䴦虊A group Meal for up to 10
persons starts at NT$ 1500 per table. For a single order the price is seasonal/

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

ń蚗洹泩挻专㨬蚗ŘŪŭťġ ųŪŤŦġ ůŰŰťŭŦŴġ ŸŪŵũġ ŕŶůŢġ ŴŢŶŤŦ虊洹泩挻ŔűŪŤźġ
ŕŶůŢġ ŴŢŶŤŦ虊㵞䚅ŏŕĥ處ĳĶıġ űŦųġ ţŰŵŵŭŦ蚗㾔䏌䠓专㨬☛伯巕呌虇
㖼拜⁴㜿洽洹泩媌㎟䠓洹泩挻虇ⶠ―ᾏ去刘䍴䠓㹈匸虇⪩―」⎕⋶
㜑䠓樷啾Ҹ

Ń蚗洹泩䚮泩䏖蚗ŕŶůŢġ ŔŢŴũŪŮŪ虊ŏŕĥ處Ĳıı蚗样灠䃽军ℕ䠓灒涼
洹泩虇䉉―婫橮橪泩虇侃ⷀ―ᾏ怺余䠓刘幹Ҹ⃝劑ⵛ㢘プㆶ䠓╲
㊮虇䓅⬑⢷厛ⶥ徂怜虇⇋ㄦᾏ⠟蘼

C

B

Here you may have your meal on the
embankment by the sea or have an
open-air BBQ. Enjoy your meal in
fresh air and beautiful surroundings.

ł蚗㾔噇澩♴泩蚗ŔŵŦŢŮŦťġ őŢųųŰŵġ ŇŪŴũ虊ŏŕĥ處ĳĹı⋒弆ĩ㟑⊈Ī蚗
㝋澩♴ҷ䦂㜠䳘刘幹亿ⱸ䠓㾀㼆泩虇㾔噇㢏劌▒⎉㜿洽㼆泩䠓令
ℂ樷☂虇΅㢏劌⿅⎉欴扐䠓匯幹☛洽䚫Ҹ

氷㮨㢻虇ⷤ䖍䅒┩䠓↚⁉樷㧋Ҹ㼆
⦳戙䚷檟ҷ棁⪸⾃㵣R虇⪩―巐懣☛
䔖ㆶҸ军㚉ᾙ䠓㜿洽泩帷㞾╲䨠虇
΅㞾㑪䏛虇憨㮲㏜ᾜ帯Ӂ捲泩⁉ӂ
䠓▜埮Ҹ

⑿ᐤ 捲泩⁉檟も虊Fisherman Restaurant
ዩ
⡯䉉䍀㊪㼆捲虇崢專冐杕㎏ᾙ―伯 The owner Mr. Zhan really loves fish ⺅Ҹ▜ⵅ坬姢㧛㪔ҷ佯憯亏撓䠓泩 ing. He fell in love with Green Island.

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

⑿ᐤዩ

A

C

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠137埮虊No.137,Nanliao Village,Green Island
Township,Taitung CountyҶTEL處虃089虄672-683ҶFAX處虃089虄672-792

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處1500弆虇⌅✽灭啫檩⁴㟑⊈宗䴦虊A group meal for up to 10
persons starts at NT$ 1500 per table; for a single order, the price is seasonal.

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

ń蚗洹泩愲㪡挻蚗ŔűŪŤźġ ŕŶůŢġ ŴŢŶŤŦ虊㵞䚅ŏŕĥ處ĳĶıġ űŦųġ
ţŰŵŵŭŦ蚗㣝冐杕␄⭚䠓洹泩愲㪡挻虇㴆伢ĵ蚙Ķ㟑㜖䇺㋱
䈡军㎟Ҹ㑛橾ҷ㑛灄ҷ䈡啫虇⇩䇺據㿾〤抌ᾜ撾Ҹ

Ń蚗䱯泩㔁蚗ŐŤŵŰűŶŴġ œŰŭŭ虊ŏŕĥ處ĳııĩŔĪҷĴııĩōĪ蚗䉇
ㄦ捠灒拴劕䠓募䠽虇⒔坞―㜿洽泩䃎☛⪶⧙䱯泩刘Ҹ䁚☂洽
䚫ҷ恮Œプ䏨虇㞾⁉㶲榦汧䠓㑪䏛啫ҸThe crispy outer roll
contains fresh ﬁsh sauce and octopus.

B

This is a neat and tidy restaurant
with tasteful teak tables and chairs.
It is a comfortable environment for
an enjoyable meal. All dishes are
made to order of genuine and solid
ingredients. The host is most kind
and friendly.

ł蚗呀䚮巕募蚗ŕŰŧŶġ ŸŪŵũġ őŦŢůŶŵŴ虊ŏŕĥ處ĲĳıĩŔĪҷ
ĳııĩōĪ蚗㢘⎴㝋≂伀呀䚮巕募䠓並䔆虇〦ⵅ䠓㛈叾ゞ⇩
㹤虇崢呀䚮巕募亿侊╗䁠ⱸҸ亿亿☏⡋虇㜿洽䠓呀䚮槕両⢷
厛ⶥ厭⑤虇㛲䠋䅒扐䠓呂欨Ҹ

䰦㞝⍯㽷䠓〦棱虇⌅㞾冐〦㜿
朚Ҹ冐杕⌋⪶ど㣝朚扝⢷㳳䍮㫼⾁
ⓐ⪩〃Ҹ厡懸䠓䚷檟䘿⨒虇ⷤ䖍ᾜ
⍰♐☂虇ᾜ≔㧛㪔䠕䉉ㅒ㥩㢷虇
橮㣟΅㞾䢮㣟㜨Ҹ䍀殿殿ᾙ㧛䠓
啫檩抌㞾䖍⇩ҷ䖍䉇虇≂懣―Ὴ⁉
䠓䀺欷Ҹ

21

㷯⧧㢘泩㼆洽檟も虊Chitangyouyu Seafood Restaurant

Green Island

22

Ń蚗䉇㼆哘蚗ŇųŪŦťġ ŔŦŢŸŦŦť虊ŏŕĥ處
ĳĶıĩŔĪҷĴĶıĩōĪ蚗ĲĲ㢗〤厂兛〃㾔㞝㞾伯
⺅㼆哘㔰㛅䠓Ⳳ䵏虇兯伯䠓㼆哘㑛⋴灄乙Ὶ
ㄛ虇㹈䉇懋⎉欨䅒䠓㼆䁚☂虇⁉䠍▒ᾜ┼Ҹ

ł蚗䈡䦂㤬蚗ŇųŪŦťġ ŐŤŵŰűŶŴ虊ŏŕĥ處ĴĶıĩŔĪҷ
ĵĶıĩōĪ蚗伯⺅⁉㐙䜅⢿㓤䔁䠓䱯泩䯀䉉Ӂ䦂
㤬ӂ虇㞾⯩ⵃㅔ∨ℂ檩Ҹ㡻Ⅼ⳧䠓䦂㤬虇⿅
㢘㼆⺅吆栌䠓樷☂虇厖愪欨㜨▛䈡㢏⪯☂Ҹ

B

s hometown to open this restaurant.
They have all the normal popular
dishes. But their special home-made
dishes using local ingredients are
incredible. This restaurant is really
worth a visit.

traditional dish of rice and peanuts ground to a thick liquid and fried to
make thin cakes for a snack. Find them at the Guanyin Cave Shop.
孏概㺭常干扷虊NT$處50虊LOCATION處Next to Guanyin Cave on Green
Island TEL處0913-873313

尹⎿伯⺅䠓≂伀⬌☂虇ⷀᾜ劌撾懝吰乎憨㳍䚷丂☛呀䚮䩷䃎虇⌜䋝
㎟圓檔䑏䠓灭ㅒҸ懝╊╹㢘⢷屚嬹╚⿺ㅨ㛅␁ҷ噚㏎ⳟҷ憯又䳘捜
嬐㝴ⳟ㏜▒ㄦ⎿虇㞾伯⺅榦⌆姷ㆶ䠓≂伀橮䏸Ҹ 虊Green Island's

染⿅ᾏ㕟虊吰乎 Kenguei

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠200-1埮虊No.200-1,Nanliao Village,Green Island
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄672-129 FAX處虃089虄672-136

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處1500弆虖2⁉⫦檟虃4啫1㿾虄NT$處500虊A group meal for up to 10
persons starts at NT$ 1500 per table. Combo for 2 persons (4 dishes and 1 soup) NT$ 500

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

A

ⵅ〦Ҹ柳―ᾏ去慝▗⪶䣍╲☂䠓啫
ゞῚ⪥虇⁴䜅⢿䐈㢘橮㣟䊈屎䠓䂐
ⵅ䭐㏎啫΅㞾ᾏ⪶干灭Ҹ懢⢿䠓樷
☂虇ᾜ⬷⏜ℕᾏ寵Ҹ

⑿ᐤ ⬨ⷚ儝橮⥝虊Miao-Wu Restaurant
ዩ
2 3 〃 ⏜ 虇 ⃨ 䗭 啾 ҷ 栂 捠 溂 ⪺ ⯵ 桱 12 years ago, the Yu couple left Tai 朚╿㤀⾑虇⡭⎿⭊ⳟ䠓㛔折朚―憨 tung City and came back to the wife’

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

B

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠248-2埮虊No.248-2,Nanliao Village,Green Island
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄672-021 FAX處虃089虄671-423

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄㵞㧛NT$處1500弆虖2⁉⫦檟虃4啫1㿾虄NT$處400虊A group meal for up to 10
persons starts at NT$ 1500 per table. Combo for 2 persons (4 dishes and 1 soup) NT$ 400

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

D

C

This restaurant was established sixteen years ago by Mr. Ling. He started with venison and has developed
some excellent dishes. Hand-made
ramen without pigment or preservative is a specialty. Visitors can watch
ramen being made.

ł蚗ⓦ䙫㼆洽䌁蚗őŶŮűŬŪůġ ŔŦŢŧŰŰťġ ŔŵŦŸ虊ŏŕĥ處ĳĶı蚗伯⺅ⓦ
䙫㹴⇩㎟㿾〤厖㼆洽䢇㙐虇厭⎉㥣䁠欨䅒䠓洽䁚☂ҸҶŃ蚗㼆垊
㑘灄蚗ŔŦŢŸŦŦťġ œŢŮŦů虊ŏŕĥ處ķı蚗㼆垊☛灄丘余ⵕ仟▗虇槾
⎉尧⁉䠓兯伯虇㿾洽☂儝虇▒ㄦ⎿㏚⽴灄㨬䠓懢Ҹ䚷 ń蚗儙刘
䎟蚗ŎŶŵŵŰůġ ŉŰŵġ őŰŵ虊ŏŕĥ處ĳĶıĩŔĪҷĶııĩōĪ蚗⁴䚧嚦╙栂䠽
䳘坴㣟䌻䋘䠓㿾〤虇㖼拜乍䍘䠓⿅䳚儙㔡虇ᾜ㹈ᾜ䍴Ҹġ Ņ蚗瀎
刘蚗ŅŦŦųġ ŋŦųŬź虊㵞⒔ŏŕĥ處ĲĶıġ űŦųġ űŢŤŬ蚗伯⺅⁉檙瀎ҷ⸀
儙䚩⪩虇瀎刘‵怜ⷔ伯⺅䐈䚱虇憐䬽卹䚷⋸䢇Ҹ

A

兣宧冐杕㤦儸㩽ℕ伯⺅伢䍮⾁㢘27
〃Ὶ虇ㄭ埤䖕瀎刘朚⭚⇩弆虇⁉
䯀Ӂ瀎刘㤦ӂ虇䦣䠋啫檩榦䉉⢷
姛虇⌆∨⪥䎃愵㧛䠓㢻榧Ҹ㏚⽴㑘
灄㞾ᾏ⪶䐈吁虇ᾜ㾊吁亯厖柁募
␠虇ⴱ⁉╾⁴䢚⎿㏚⽴媌灄䠓懝
䮚Ҹ

兣宧檟も虊Xiang-Ji Restaurant

⑿ᐤዩ

23

Green Island

24

Island Township,Taitung County䚷 TEL處虃089虄672-186

柎⭷㝸檟〦 Little Aunty Breakfast虊 NT$處35 虊ADD處 ╿
㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠102埮 虊No.102,Nanliao Village,Green

seaweed to ice you can also put it in an omelet. On Green
Island, the sea island flavor starts with breakfast!

憲⌿抌㼆哘―虇戲塚檔㼆哘΅㸡⛴ᾜ╾劌䠓Ҹ⢷
伯⺅虇㼆⺅☂╾㞾ㄭ㝸檟ⷀ朚⭚―蘼 虊If you can add

染⿅ᾏ㕟虊㼆哘塚檔 Seaweed Omelet

County TEL處虃089虄671-286虄

ń蚗㼆哘⌿䦑蚗ŔŦŢŸŦŦťġ ŴŰųţŦŵ虊ŏŕĥ處ĵı蚗⋴㼆哘
䠓⌿䦑虇崢哘ҷ⾒ᾐҷ㪿㤫䠓樷☂΅崙ㄦ䐈⎴Ҹ虃䚧㹘
䱨 ňŢůŲŶŢůġ ōŪŵŵŭŦġ ŔũŰű虊 ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠䂐
㾾25埮虊No.42,Nanliao Village,Green Island Township, Taitung

Township,Taitung County TEL處0955-887479虄

Ń蚗㢋㹱呀䚮巕呀蚗ŕŰŧŶġ űŶťťŪůŨġ ŸŪŵũġ őŦŢůŶŵŴ虊ŏŕĥ處
Ķı蚗⁴伯⺅呀䚮ҷⵡ⪸ҷ㼆䍤䰸屎媌虇㖼拜Œ恮䠓䕜䕯丘
⢢虇⦹䯀ᾏ令Ҹ虃㞮⋘䩋榼ŔŵŢųųźġ ŔŦŢġ őŰųŵ虊ADD處╿㤀侲
伯⺅折ⓦ㣠156-1埮虊No.156-1,Nanliao Village,Green Island

虃㞮⋘䩋榼ŔŵŢųųźġŔŦŢġőŰųŵ虊媌⃫䫉䵓虄

C

B

Visit Green Island and miss eating
Seaweed Ice? That would definitely
be a pity. There are lots of ice shops
on Green Island. Seaweed Ice is just
what you need on a hot Island day.

ł蚗㼆哘⌿蚗ŔŦŢŸŦŦťġ ŊŤŦ虊ŏŕĥ處Ķı蚗桹䠌䠓⌿⸀厥ᾙ
伯吁㼆哘虇㽚ᾙ㕟☂䠓灠乥挻㷐虇㸐㽋⋴ㅒ虇⇋ㄦᾏ寵Ҹ

A

⌿䠓〦ⵅᾜⶠ虇㼆哘帬㵋⌿ҷ㼆哘
⌿䦑䠓㝦㑪䏛样埤╾嬚虇΅䉉䈝
䍀䠓伯⺅㼗孲ᾜⶠ䍀〵Ҹ

⑿ᐤ 㼆哘⌿虊Seaweed Ice
ዩ
ℕ⎿伯⺅虇呴㸡⠟ᾏ⠟㼆哘⌿䠓䁚
 ☂虇刾㞾↚僉㍍Ҹⓦ姦ᾙ虇干

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

⑿ᐤዩ

They are not open during the day.
The restaurant looks like an ordinary
house. However, once the late afternoon arrives, gourmands roll up one
by one; tables and chairs are set up
in front of the house. And when the
host is busy the guests will serve
themselves with bowls and dishes. It
is an interesting scene.

ł蚗洹泩檔蚗ŕŶůŢġ őŢůŤŢŬŦġ ġ Ń蚗捠䙫洹泩
⒔蚗ŅŶŮűŭŪůŨġŸŪŵũġőŶŮűŬŪůġŢůťġŕŶůŢ

scape restaurant that can seat 250
people. From the restaurant, you
have a scenic view of beautiful Nanliao Bay. The Star observation-deck
is a wonderful place for a starry BBQ
and for enjoying the summer evening
breeze.

B

▗啫處ⓗҷ㟩檟處NT$處1500弆虊
Breakfast:NT$處100. A group meal of
Lunch and Dinner starts at NT$處1500.

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ⓦ㣠39埮虊No.39,Nanliao Village,Green Island Township,Taitung
County TEL處虃089虄672-515 http://www.ocean-resort.com.tw

✽〙2⁉㏎虊Delicate Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3200
巹啾4⁉㏎虊Luxury Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4800
巹啾6⁉㏎虊Luxury Suite for 6 persons處NT$處6600

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

Green Island Ocean Resort is on
cheerful Shop Store Street. The hotel has 90 luxury suites and a land-

⃜㝋伯⺅䍀沶䠓⛕〦姦虇㙐㢘:1朢
巹啾⫦㏎Ҹ╾ⵈ亜361⁉䠓㟾孏檟
も虇╾ⅾ䤿ⓦ䇲儝瀦樷⋘Ҹ橾〦
榑㮢䠓幭㞮〶虇╾›╦⪞㝴㾔㽋㟩
樷虇㢃㞾㞮䰉CCR䠓㳰㮑⧃⥮Ҹ

A

㼆㺚Ὶⵅ虊Green Island Ocean Resort

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折⋻檷㣠䀺㹘42埮
Hot Spring No.42,Gongguan Village,Green Island
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄672-067

Information

蚗儙刘䎟蚗ŎŶŵŵŰůġ ŉŰŵġ őŰŵ虊ŏŕĥ處ĵıı蚗㔰䚷捝㛍䠓
⢮䚱儙刘虇ᾜ勴ᾜ毆虇╲㊮プŒ虖⪶氷乍䍘䠓㿾榼虇卹䋅
䚧洽虇㞾✽亣䠓┮☂Ҹ

䠌⪸ᾜ䍮㫼䠓㟑↨虇彮ᾏ去㶠ⴔ㸡
⋸㮲虇⢷䢚ᾜ⎉憨ⵅ儙刘䎟⾁干
―21⪩〃虇戓㢍㢘ᾜⶠ▜⁉ℕ⋘
槶Ҹ⃕ᾏ⎿∜㟩虇櫤ⴱ标倛⧀⎿虇
ⷚ⏜ひ⧃㚉弆―㧛㪔ҸῊ⁉ㅨᾜ懝
ℕ虇ⴱ⁉戓㢒卹⑤卹䠋ツ儔䨦䡳虇
䢇䜅㢘㊞ㆬҸ

25

㤀㞖䀺㹘儙刘䎟虊Dongshen Hot Spring Mutton Hot Pot

Green Island

26

Ń蚗㼆朲ĵ⁉㏎虊Sea Cabinet for 4 persons.
ń蚗榑㮢䠓㝴⎉㟾孏虊The sunrise of Amany.

ł蚗桔侊䠓桨⁉⫦㏎虊Exquisite Suite.

B

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折ᾼ㣠173埮虊No.173,Zhongliao Village,Green Island Township,Taitung
County TEL處虃089虄671-546 FAX處虃089虄671-547
http://www.5657.com.tw/amany

䚫墫2⁉㏎虊Sweets and Honey for 2 persons處NT$處3500
㼆朲4⁉㏎虊Sea Cabinet for 4 persons處NT$處5800
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

C

A

Ņ蚗ŗŊő㼆㟾桨⁉㏎虊VIP room for 2 persons.

Ń蚗☥⛰桔〶虊Space for Teatime.
ń蚗㻹䂺桨⁉㏎虊Romantic Suite.

ł蚗″屋も虊Lobby.

D

ADD處╿㤀侲伯⺅折⋻檷㣠2-10埮虊No.2-10,Gongguan Village,Green Island
Township,Taitung CountyҶTEL處虃089虄672-799 FAX處虃089虄672-457
http://www.greenisland-bali.com.tw

乍侊2⁉㏎(ᾏ⪶〙)虊Exquisite Suite for 2 persons處NT$處4200
⌇桔3⁉㏎(ᾏ⪶〙ҷᾏ〙)虊Elegant Suite for 3 persons處NT$處5800
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

C

B

A

⑿ᐤዩ
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Green Island

A Bali-style space that commands
a beautiful natural view of the north
end of Green Island. There are 52
luxury rooms in different styles, a
delicate eastern and western buffet
breakfast is provided and there is
free wireless Internet access. Here
you can enjoy a leisurely and carefree vacation of excellent quality and
convenience.

⹖捛⺅樷㧋䠓䰉朢虇⣟㙐伯⺅⒦䱾
䠓⪸䋅㟾孏虇㮢朏⸸ҷ䏪榼⸀樷⋘
䡰⋴䣋䷍Ҹ⋻檷烊ҷⶖ恜⸸ҷ伯㻁
⸀唙䳘㟾灭΅慠⢷☺ⷉҸ63朢▓
ゞ巹啾⫦㏎虇乍侊䠓ᾼ嬎ゞ卹㝸
檟ҷ⋜幊䊰佩ᾙ佁虇崢㈷›㢘⊹幹
ⅎ⎸䠓㈯朡⇖㢮Ҹ

⃜㝋伯⺅䍗⧣㝐虇冐杕䉉䠌㏚弆ⵅ
䠓伯⺅⁉Ҹ㟾孏ҷ嬥捝㬄ℂ虇㏢朚
䰦㏅ⷀ㢘儝瀦䠓㸨䇧㼆㟾Ҹ42朢厡
懸⌇桔䠓ⴱ㏎虇䶰亓ᾼ䛴⿅⃝屎䠓
⫱啾虇拜∨43▚㽁㠅梊嬥虇⌆ҷ
⃗僽⋷⎉卹⬂Ὴ⁉Ὶ⽶㏚虇䍮憯㻹
䂺ⵅⷔ䠓䀺欷Ҹ

The hotel is next to the Green Island
lighthouse and has great scenery
and a wonderful view. There are 31
cozy and elegant guest rooms and
the décor is simple with low-key
luxury. Each room has a 32” digital
TV and comfortable beds. The décor
was designed and made by the hostess herself. The atmosphere is warm
and romantic.

伯⺅⹖捛㢒檷虊Green Island Bali Resort

㢋ⷋ㾰⇖橾〦虊Amany Holiday Hotel

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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Railway Station and then a Diing Dong Mountain line bus to the Spa. TEL處虃089虄333-023
URL處http://ett333023.com.tw/index.htm

2.㖼ῧ䇺恙虇⢷䥴㢻䱨ᾚ恙ㄛ虇惘ῧ炝㤀ⴱ懚⸀佩䕼恙⏜ㄏҸ虊 By Rail處take the train to Zhiben

No.9 or 11 (from the south take Provincial Highway No.11). After you reach Taitung City follow the signs
to reach the Zhiben hot springs.

1.卹姛朚恙虇䛀⒦扷ⓦᾚ冔虇㹎╿9佩㎥╿11佩虃ⓦ扷⒦ᾙ㹎╿11佩⋻彾虄㑄懣╿㤀⾑Ὶㄛ虇ㄹ
㒖㮨⏜ㄏ│╾㑄懣Ҹ虊By Road處If you are driving from the north of Taiwan, take Provincial Highway

㆝灋╊虚!How to get thereǻ

Zhiben Hot Spring Area

ᑀᵓᛦ⅃! Ꮵỹ᠌᪸

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
The Zhiben hot spring area is
beside the Zhiben River. The
Public baths have been there
since the Japanese era. The

慠〃ℕ虇䥴㢻䀺㹘Ⓩ㫼冔ᾜ≔
宼∨㔷栂⎉㜿虇㔷⎉㷃䟑TQBҷ
坴哘㼃䳘▓ゞⴳ⋶⪥䀺㹘㷯Ὶ
⪥虇橮ⵎ♐幹΅憟〃㕟ⓖ虇崢
Ӂ㹰▜㿾ȥ▒儝橮ӂ㎟䉉㮑㻊
檙䚮䠓⊹桔樷ⶩҸ军◷⢜䛀⸀
㤦ҷ巎巆㭚㎟䠓⪸䋅㟾厃虇⒔
㑻處䥴㢻⢚ⵅ㩽㤦懙㮑Ⓩҷ䠌
䔘䆠⾒ҷ䥴㢻䀹⺌巆䳘㟾灭虇
崢㈷⢷㹰㿾Ὶ檧虇΅劌›╦⪶
卹䋅⿅ℕ䠓㾔㜿☛㢬㶲Ҹ

⃜㝋䥴㢻䀹䛣䠓䥴㢻䀺㹘Ⓩ朚
䠋䚩㝸虇㝴㹊㟑㢮│ら㢘⋻⌀
䄰⦑Ҹ㹘䀟⎕⃗⢷䥴㢻䀹㹂〙
╙ⓦ⹇⸀瀢虇㹘幹䉉ダ瀋ㆶ䩂
指㶺掘㹘虇憞㞝ҷ䁠䃳虇㢘
Ӂ儝⁉㿾ӂῚ䯀Ҹ

In recent years the operators of
the Zhiben hot spring area have
been developing several new
facilities. They now have herbal
baths and numerous hot spring
bathing pools at the Spa. The
quality of cuisine and accommodation has also been improved.
The surrounding mountains,
forests and valleys, provide a
serene atmosphere that allows
you to enjoy the freshness and
energy of nature while soaking
in the hot spring.

water from the hot spring source
flows and spreads across the
Zhiben riverbed from the base
of the mountain on the southern riverbank. It is crystal clear
with a smooth texture and has
won the title of “Hot Spring for
Beauty.”
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Gourmet Food and the Hot Spring on Zhiben

ỹ᠌ᡱᣋᐵḁᅮᏥ

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

A

C

D

Here you will find spacious and
fashionable guest rooms with great
views, luxurious down comforters,
latex pillows and an ADSL Internet
connection. The tasteful hot spring
rooms and the open-air SPA, provide
invigorating hot spring bathing. The
spacious restaurant provides delicious meals that are good for your
health and prepared by a 5-star chef.

A

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾16埮虊No.16,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄510-510 FAX處虃089虄512-267
http://www.hoyaresort.com.tw/springs

㿾ⷚ虊Hot spring room虇NT$處800虊hr
▗啫㵞㧛NT$處2500弆虊A Group meal starts at NT$ 2500 per table
乍侊ⴱ㏎虊Exquisite Suite處NT$處5500虖乍侊2⁉㏎虊Superior Double處NT$處6000
ⵅ〼ⴱ㏎虊Superior for Family處NT$處7500虖ⵛ捝⫦㏎虊Hoya Suite處NT$處15000

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠䀺㹘彾376⾆18埮虊No.18 Wenquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄516-111 FAX處虃089虄516-026
http://www.toyugi.com.tw

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

檙䚮䀺㹘Ⓩ虊Hot spring area處㎟⁉NT$處300虃Adults虄ҷ㎥65㴁⁴ᾙ朆棡㝞NT$處150
虃Children or Senior over 65虄
䀺㹘檙䚮樷☂檟虊Hot spring savory meal處㵞₌NT$處250 per person
乍侊2⁉㏎虊Exquisite Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3500虖嬹ⳟ4⁉㏎虊Family Suite處NT$處4500
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

Information

ł蚗↚⁉㿾ⷚ蚗Private hot spring room.䚷 Ń蚗ŗŊőⵛ捝⫦㏎蚗Hoya Suite. ń蚗䦂㤎瀈巻
刘蚗ŔŵŰůŦġ ŨųŪŭŭŦťġ ţŢŤŰů虊╒冒⊈㧋ŏŕĥ處Ĵıı蚗乍戇ᾙ䳘灠巻刘虇⁴Ὴど䐈屎欨㜨ҷ汧
乀拡挒䂻虇㥣䃳劑䁠军ᾜ㹈匸ҸġŅ蚗䈼䉳欨哘⸀捝啖蚗ňųŪŭŭŦťġŸŪŭťġŮŶŴũųŰŰŮŴ虊╒冒⊈㧋
ŏŕĥ處ĴĶı蚗⡃戇㤀扷䊰㷰㥢䠓⸀捝啖虇梅卌⢉挖虇㞾⇴う檙䚮䠓⸀䕜⬌☂Ҹ

B

乍侊㟑ⶩ䠓䰉朢虇拜∨⪸䋅兌价
娺ҷ 匯㤤╙槊佁彾䠓㟾孏ⴱ
㏎虇厡懸╗ⅎ⎸Ҹ桔侊↚⁉㿾ⷚҷ
棁⪸TQB虇㕟K厂汧䠓㹰㿾›╦Ҹ
㛭䠓ᾼҷ嬎檟も虇‣㞮亩Ὴど⡃戇
䜅⢿橮㣟虇媌⃫䁚婫檙䚮ℂ檩虇崢
㈷↜╦ⶄ㊪Ҹ

ⵛ捝䀺㹘₠朡㢒檷虊
Hoya Hot Springs Resort & Spa
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㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

C

B

With the recreational farm, camping
BBQ area and a large scale conference room, as well as outdoor hot
spring bath pool, cold spring swimming pool, steam bath, herbal bath,
acupuncture massage bath with various SPA equipment. Breakfast buffet
and savory meal cooked with less
salt and oil, enjoy healthy meals!

ł蚗⋷㜿ⴛ⽴䠓㝴ゞ㿾ⷚ蚗Japanese style hot spring
rooms.ġġŃ蚗㏅⪥䀺㹘㷃䟑Ŕőł虊Outdoor hot spring SPA. ġ
ń蚗㺪䫭厭㢋㹱蚗œŰŴŦŭŭŦġ ŎŢŮţŰ虊╒冒⊈㧋ŏŕĥ處Ĵıı蚗
Slick Mambo ﬁsh with Roselle and fruit.

㙐㢘₠朡慁⧃ҷ棁䍮䉳刘Ⓩ╙⪶⤚
㢒峿ⴳҸ㏅⪥䀺㹘Ⓩ⃣⢿2⋻榒虇㹰
㿾㷯ҷ⍆㹘㺂㷯ҷ䉳䵀ҷ噇㶲㼃㍘
㢘䡰㢘Ҹⴳ⋶䀺㹘檷戓㢘坴㼃ҷ㪜
䏸吻⪩乍ҷ䰃懢㒘㗸䳘⪩䮽㷃䟑Ҹ
Ӂ䚿ⱌⱌ檟もӂ䠓卹ゞ㝸檟ҷ䀺
㹘檙䚮樷☂檟虇⁴䜅Ⳳ⢷⢿慁䚱┮
☂屎䖕虇崢㈷▒ㄦ㢃⇴うҸ

㤀懙Ⳳ䀺㹘㾰⇖㣠虊Toyugi Hot Spring Resort & Spa

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
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C

B
D

The cozy guest suites and the ample
restaurant meet the needs of large
groups for conferences and dining. The SPA hall, massage baths,
the steam bath, private hot spring
rooms, sauna booth, steam and aroma room, will together help to relieve
your fatigue and pressure and make
you feel better in body and spirit.

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾30-2埮虊No.30-2,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄515-005 FAX處虃089虄515-038
http://www.hoyaresort.com.tw

▗啫虃10蚙12⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10-12 persons starts at NT$處2500弆虖
巹啾ⴱ㏎ 虊Luxury Suite處NT$處2200虃。㝴Weekdays虄ҷNT$處3200虃⇖㝴Holidays虄
桨⁉ⴱ㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處2400虃。㝴Weekdays虄ҷNT$處3400虃⇖㝴Holidays虄
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

overnight guests. Breakfast is included.虄

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃䀺㹘≔K⃞ⵎ㏎ⴱℎ䚷虇⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟Hot springs are only available for

Information

ń蚗㼆㩯欨啖塄蚗ŐźŴŵŦųŴġ ŸŪŵũġ ŮŶŴũųŰŰŮŴ蚗
洽塄 ҷ欨啖虇媈 ᾙ圓䃎 拴䉇Ҹ☥♸ ҷ㪡瀌 䠓
欨㶲 虇样⋶檰 䠓洽䚫 虇䢃姬勵朏 虇姬㙙 儝
☂䠓㊮ⴧҸ虊Crispy fried mushrooms with
ground meat, oysters and leeks.
Ņ蚗⸀呵䙫䍘桭蚗ŔŵŦŸŦťġ ŤũŪŤŬŦůġ ŸŪŵũġ ŴŮŢŭŭġ
ťųŪŦťġŧŪŴũġŢůťġţŪŵŵŦųġŮŰŶůŵŢŪůġŴŲŶŢŴũį

Ń蚗灠䦂㿾ⷚ蚗Black stone hot spring roomį

ł蚗䀺欷䠓㝴ゞ⫦㏎蚗Japanese Style SuitҶ

A

ⵛ捝桕⢧㝦ᾚ橾〦Ὶᾏ虇巹啾厡懸
䠓ⴱ㏎╙㛭䠓ᾼҷ嬎檟も虇䂎彂
⪶⤚⢧檟ҷ㢒峿梏㷑Ҹ戓㢘TQB㷃䟑
檷䠓㒘㗸㼃ҷ噇㶲㼃ҷ↚⁉㿾ⷚҷ
䉳䵀ҷ噇㶲ⴳ虇⁴╙呂欨TQB虇䉉㈷
厡⩢孲⑭虇怺ㅒ㢃厡㠱Ҹ

巟㹿⪶橾〦虊Feng Tai Hot Springs Hotel & Spa

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

C

B

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾55埮
No.55,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄514-760 FAX處虃089虄514-763
http://www.sunrisehotel.com.tw

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處2000弆
乍侊桨⁉㏎虊Exquisite Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3200虖㮨䀥4⁉㏎虊Standard Suite for 4
persons處NT$處200虖ⵅ〼⫦㏎虊Family Suite處NT$處5501

available for overnight guests. Breakfast is included.虄

springs are only

The suites are plain and simple. The
Chinese restaurant has 50 tables
with a breakfast buffet and group
meal service. The herbal bubble bath
has Ginseng added. The mountain
spring bubble pool will relieve the
fatigue of your journey and the hot
coffee brewed on site will invigorate
and refresh you.

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊 Price 虃䀺㹘≔K⃞ⵎ㏎ⴱℎ䚷虇⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟Hot

Information

ń蚗㷯䛣☥⛰ŃŢų虇╾⁴✬㣾☥⛰虇₠ㇾᾏᾚ蘼
虊Coffee service beside the pool.

Ń蚗╾›╦㶲㹰ҷ㸥㙙㛗㤫䠓䀺㹘檙䚮㷃䟑㷯
虊Hot spring SPA pool.

ł蚗䶰亓㯇䠓ⴱ㏎虇厥㢘㢷幹⢿㤎虇㊮孉䢇
䜅厡䏌虊Standard Suite for 4 persons.

A

䶰亓㯇䠓ⴱ㏎虇䀺欷╗厡䏌Ҹ╾
ⵈ亜61㧛䠓ᾼゞ檟も虇㕟Kᾼ嬎ゞ
卹㝸檟╙⢧檟㢜⑨Ҹ〼⢡䀺㹘TQB
䠓⁉嚧㶲㹰坴㼃㷯ҷ⸀㹘㶲㹰㷯虇
捚㛍㝔憣ᾼ䠓䝁⑭Ҹ㷯䛣☥⛰Cbs䠓
䖍䋽☥⛰虇崢㈷㢃䫭㾔㶲䏌Ҹ

㢬栌⇖㢮橾〦虊Sunrise Hotel
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ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾53⾆1埮
No.1,53 Lane,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄514-555 FAXᅝᅳ089ᅴ510-197

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處1500弆
2⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處1200虃。㝴Weekdays虄ҷNT$處1800虃⇖㝴Weekends虄
4⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處1800虃。㝴Weekdays虄ҷNT$處2400虃⇖㝴Weekends虄

Information

springs are only

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾53⾆3埮
No.3,53 Lane,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄514-588 FAX處虃089虄514-536
http://www.yihshiuan-resort.com.tw

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處1500弆
2⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處4000虖4⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處5200虖
6⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 6 persons處NT$處6000

available for overnight guests. Breakfast is included.虄

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊 Price 虃䀺㹘≔K⃞ⵎ㏎ⴱℎ䚷虇⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟Hot

Information

C

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃䀺㹘≔K⃞ⵎ㏎ⴱℎ䚷虇⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟Hot springs are only available
for overnight guests. Breakfast is included.虄

ł蚗ᾼ〼棁⪸㿇㺂㷯虊Open-air swimming
pool in the courtyard.ġġ
ġġ
Ń蚗㏅⪥㹰㿾㷯虊Outdoor hot spring pool.

A

ń蚗㤫㸨ㄚ壵蚗őųŢŸůŴġ ŸŪŵũġ ŧŢŪųźġ ŧųŶŪŵġ Ţůťġ ŴŢŭŢť虊ŏŕĥ處Ĳĺĺ蚗⁴╿㤀溂㨷捚
慵虇㖼拜䚮啫ҷ壵⁐虇⃟⁴Ὴど䐈媌挻㷐☛欨䅒儝ῒ䁚虇䚫ᾼ⿅指虇冐ⶠ♇ҸThe
specialty of Taitung. Atemoya, salad, prawns, special sauce and mayonnaise.

C

B

ń蚗㏅⪥㺂㷯虊Outdoor swimming pool.

Ń蚗⁴⪸䋅䦂㣟ҷ㢷㜨㏢憯䠓ⴳ⋶㿾ⷚ虊The
insides of the hot spring rooms are made
of wood and stone.

ł蚗㛭厡懸䠓墫㢗⫦㏎虊Honeymoon
Suite.ġ

A

B
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The ample suites have tubs large
enough for two. There is also a fine
outdoor hot spring bath area, a SPA
and an open-air swimming pool. The
gym, the conference room and the
Chinese restaurant provide the multiple needs of guests on vacation or
business.

榦⌆嬞㮰䠓ら䵘虇㛭䠓ⴱ㏎虇拜
∨⪶⤚桨⁉䀺㹘㼃㮌Ҹ呴ᾜ㊂䓷卹
㹰㿾虇㏅⪥ᾼ〼㹰㿾Ⓩ∨㢘䀺㹘坴
㼃㷯ҷ㷃䟑TQBҷ棁⪸㺂㷯Ҹ军⇴怺
㏎ҷ㢒峿ⴳ虇⁴╙㕟K▓ゞ檟ⵃ㢜
⑨䠓ᾼゞ檟も虇΅䂎彂㈷⪩㮲䠓㾰
⇖梏㷑Ҹ

⑨䠓彾佩ҷ。䠓⊈㧋虇㕟Kⵅ
䠓䀺欷Ҹ⋷檷拜僽☛ゞ⢿㤎ҷ桨⁉
⪶㼃僇虇䶰✽厡懸虇㢮䢋⿅仵㈷幢
厂⬑㴇䠓㊮╦Ҹ㏅⪥㺂㷯拜∨471〵
䁠㷃懢虇崢㈷⢷›╦㾔㽋䠓▛㟑㢃
㾊㳰㮑㶲㶪Ҹ

Plain suites at a reasonable price.
The Japanese style floor extends
throughout the hotel. The simple and
comfortable tubs are large enough
for two. The outdoor swimming pool
has a 360° water slide and the pleasant atmosphere adds to your comfort
and enjoyment while you cool off.

懇恡⪶橾〦虊Yih Shiuan Resort

㤀儝㾰⇖⪶橾〦虊Dong Mei Hotel

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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D

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾113⾆23埮
No.23,113 Lane, Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village, Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄510-666ҷ716-666 http://www.hotel-royal-chihpen.com.tw

虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price

Information

ł蚗㔷朚㻊⑤䠍榐㢷䰦虇ⷀ╾ᾏ戙幭㟾ᾏ戙㹰㿾虊A hot spring bath in
a room with a scenic view.ġ ġ Ń蚗Ӂ㞮㢗樷◑ӂ媇㿾虊Spa Paradise.ġġ
ń蚗㤀╿䇲⚾ᾏ‣㞮亩䠓Ӂ拚朆旄㤎䍡檟もӂ虊A 5-star level grill and
restaurant.ġ ġ Ņ蚗㣼啙焜䔚⍜蚗ńũųźŴŢůŵũŦŮŶŮġ ŸŪŵũġ ōŰţŴŵŦųġ ŋŦŭŭź虊
ŏŕĥ處Ĵıı蚗⊹桔䠓呀欨ҷ捝䚮焜壵䠓洽䚫⢷╲ᾼ捚㛍Ҹ指䚫䠓㺪䫭
丂拡虇崢☂孉⌜㲰䚵挡Ҹ丂乤ҷ䀺㹘㷃䊈䋽䠓瀎捝⢮桭塚虇欴扐╲㊮
⁉⓿巰㾀⏊ҸThe elegant aroma of the flower and wild lobster
are fresh and sweet to the taste.

C
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ᔔ⚡ዩᏥ

This hotel has 183 guest suites in a
tropical Southeast Asian style. There
is a Japanese hot spring bath and
a selection indoor and outdoor hot
spring pools. The buffet restaurant
and grill offers fresh food from the
East Coast with many delicious and
original flavors.

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾61埮
No.61,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄514-899 FAX處虃089虄514-552 http:// www.toongmao.com.tw

D

B

㙐㢘294朢ⴱ㏎ҷ㝴ゞ䀺㹘㼃⧃虇⁴
╙▓ゞⴳ⋶⪥䀺㹘㷯Ҹ⋷㜿㛈婬䠓
䍀⿅ⓦ㺚樷ⴱ㏎虇乍侊厡懸ҸӁ戲
泾䇲卹檟もӂ╙Ӂ拚朆旄㤎䍡檟
もӂ虇㔰䚷㤀㼆⹇㜿洽橮㣟虇◗䖍
洽儝┮☂☛⁴ⴱ䉉䠓⊹幹㊮╦Ҹ

棁⪸SPA虊Open-air SPA處㵞⁉NT$處200 per person虃⇖㝴Weekends處NT$處300虄
卹ゞ㝸檟虊Breakfast buffet處㵞⁉NT$處200 per person虖⫦檟虊Combo處㵞⁉NT$處300 per person
2⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3600虖4⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4800

C

B

This hotel offers cozy suites with
great views, an outdoor SPA and an
open-air swimming pool. The seasonal savory meals of local wild vegetables are healthy and nutritious.
T h e r e i s a c h i l d r e n ’s p l a y g r o u n d
for you to enjoy yourself with your
family. Night tours, for you to learn
human history, start after 6 people
have registered.

䥴㢻冐䏉⪶拡〦虊Hotel Royal Chihpen Spa

棁⪸SPA虊Open-air SPA虇㎟⁉NT$處300虃Adult虄ҷ㎥65㴁⁴ᾙ朆棡㝞NT$處150
虃Children or Senior over 65虄ㅒ捖樷◑媇㿾虊Spa Compler虇㵞⁉NT$處350 per person
乍侊ⴱ㏎虊Exquisite Suite處NT$處7800虖巹啾ⴱ㏎虊Luxury Suite處NT$處9000
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

Information

ł蚗桨棱㔰⋘䠓⫦㏎虇㛭军㞝‽虊Ample
and bright suite.ҶŃ蚗㏅⪥㹰㿾Ⓩ䠓▓ゞ㷃
䟑Ŕőł╙儝ⵈ坴㼃檙䚮㷯虇䜞憩㈷䠓䳚氷虊
Outdoor hot spring bath area.䚷
ń 蚗 䦑 據 㝦 泩 䌁 蚗 Ŕ ŵ Ŧ Ÿ Ŧ ť ġ Ń Ū ŭ ŭ ŧ Ū Ŵ ũ ġ Ū ů ġ Ţ ůġ
ŦŢųŵũŦůŸŢųŦġ űŰŵ蚗㝦泩✘ҷ刘䏖ҷ欨啖ҷ噽
ⳟҷ剰城嚣⁴䦑據䍫䋽虇Ⅼ䛨⃞䍀殿殿䠓儝
☂Ҹ䚷 Ņ蚗䠌䔘㝦泩┆蚗ŘũŪŵŦġ ŋŢťŦġ ŃŪŭŭŧŪŴũġ
œŰŭŭ蚗㾔䏌䠓⪶䠌啫虇⒔㔁洽儝䠓㝦泩ҷ仭刘ҷ
壵⁐虇㖼拜指䚫䠓䠍欨㤫挻㷐虇姷䖍⪩ⷳ㲰䠓
╲㊮ҸChinese cabbage roll containing
billﬁsh, ground meat and prawns.

A

厡懸䠓孏㟾ⴱ㏎ҷ㏅⪥㷃䟑TQBҷ棁
⪸㺂㷯ᾏ㍘ↀ⋷Ҹ㒘䵏㔷⎉䠓⡪
Ⳳ樷☂檟㔰䚷䜅⢿⸀䚱捝啫虇⇴う
╗檙䚮Ҹ㊂⪩嬹ⳟ㟑⋘虇ⷀ⎿䡙
㠉䱴䔸Ⓩ⑤⑤勵虇㎥╒⪫朢孌
)7⁉㎟姛*虇榧䛴䥴㢻䠓令樷啾Ҹ

伀咑䀺㹘㝔檷虊Toong Mao Hot Spring Hotel

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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C

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾136埮
No.136,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄515-827 FAX處虃089虄516-331 http://www.ayawan.com

棁⪸SPA虊Open-air SPA虇⪶⁉NT$處150虃Adult虇⇖㝴Holidays NT$處200虄ҷNT$處
100虃Children虄
捝⋣桨⁉䰸虊Wild Rabbit Suite for 2 persons虇starting from NT$處2000虃。㝴Weekday虄弆虇
and NT$處2800虃⇖㝴Holiday虄弆
呀瀎ᾘ憌ᾏ4⁉㏎虊Spotted Deer Suite for 4 persons虇starting from NT$處2500虃。㝴
Weekday虄弆虇and NT$處3500虃⇖㝴Holiday虄弆
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

ł蚗䀺㹘㹰㿾Ⓩ虊Private hot spring bathing
pools on the balcony.
Ń蚗㪿樷䍗㖥㢂虇崢㷯䛣⪫吁⋔䂎㻹䂺㉔
屎虊Romantic atmosphere and evening
scenery at the pool side.
ń蚗杙栌╿ᾙ䠓䭐⁉㹰㿾㷯虊Spotted Deer
Suite for 4 persons.

A

B

E

C

ņ蚗㧑䳜⃟泩┄蚗ŇŪŴũġ ŦŨŨŴġ ŸŪŵũġ ţŢŮţŰŰ蚗
㧑䲈䳜⧭⋴䂎䂎䠓泩┄ҷ仭刘虇⌜佃ᾙ䛺焜
灭䣪䠓壵⁐虇⋔⎕夜▗⸀厖㼆䠓䚧儝䁚☂Ҹ

Ņ蚗人垖㨔㝦泩蚗ŃŪŭŭŧŪŴũġ ŸŪŵũġ űŭŶŮŴġ Ţůťġ
ţŢŴŪŭ蚗㝦泩匈刘☛㥣ⱸ䠓巕募虇⁴人垖㨔噇
䋽⋴☂虇䀺䃳䠓指䚫☛㝦泩䠓洽☂虇㖼拜ㄦ
ㇿ⎿⬌埤Ҹ

łҷŃ蚗⋔䂎ⓦ㺚㉔屎䠓棁⪸䀺㹘㷯虊
An open-air hot spring pool with a
Southeast Asian atmosphere.
ń蚗䀺㹘┮㿾䋽虊Hot Spring Cooking Fun.

B
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ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾139⾆1埮虊No.1, 139 Lane,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,
Beinan Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄510-150蚙9 FAX處虃089虄513-001
http://www.rainbow-hotel.com.tw

棁⪸SPA虊Open-air SPA虇⪶⁉NT$處150虃Adult虇⇖㝴Holidays NT$處200虄ҷ
NT$處100虃Children虇⇖㝴Holidays NT$: 150虄
▗啫虃8蚙10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 8-10 persons starts at NT$處2000弆
㮨䀥✽〙虊Standard Suite with single bed處NT$處3200
乍侊桨〙虊Exquisite Suite with double bed處NT$處4200
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

D

A

Zhiben
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Every Sunday morning or afternoon,
the hot well is open. The sun shining though the mist always brings a
rainbow. The chicken eggs cooked in
the hot spring and the shrimps and
crabs are delicious. The dining service is tasteful and friendly and the
reasonable prices make this resort
very popular with visitors.

㵞懀㝴㝸ᾙ㎥ⓗㄛ虇㹢㹘Ӂ䥴㢻ᾏ
埮⢿䍀․ӂⷀ㢒㏢朚虇噇殿䠓㷃梶
⢷栌⋘ᾚ㻽䖍仱瀦ヸ堈Ҹ╥卹⢿ᾚ
2571丂䠓瀋ㆶ䩂指㶺亜㹘虇䋽塚ҷ
䊈壵妈䁚☂ᾜⅦҸӁヸ堈もӂK㍘
乍侊檟檁虇䏸儝⊈じ虇榦╦㳰慝Ҹ

B.Zb.Xbo䉉ⓠⓦ㝞尭Ӂ拚朆ӂῚ
㊞Ҹひ䠓䀺㹘㹰㿾Ⓩ虇㢘⋡䱴㏁
㷃㷯ҷ㷃䟑TQBҷ噇㶲䉳䵀虇⁴╙棱
䯜弔῝㊂≞䠓㏅⪥㺂㷯Ҹ⁴捝䚮⑤
䏸☌▜䠓ⴱ㏎櫡ⵛ弲☂虇㊂㢃幋慠
卹䋅戓╾汣毦棁䍮ҷ䉳刘㮑弲✣蘼

A-Ya-Wan means “chief of the tribute” in the Puyuma language. Naming each guest suite after a wild
animal is a delightful novelty. There
are also camping and BBQ facilities
available. There is a SPA, a steam
sauna and a large outdoor swimming
pool with a play pool for children.

㹢㹘䀺㹘㾰⇖㣠虊Rainbow Resort Hotel

ᾏ
֞֞
㞉䀺㹘㾰⇖㣠虊A-Ya-Wan Hot Spring Resort

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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Information

ł蚗啫劾桭㿾蚗ŔŵŦŸŦťġ ŤũŪŤŬŦůġ ŴŰŶűġ ŸŪŵũġ ťųŪŦťġ ųŢťŪŴũ虊
ŏŕĥ處ĴĶıĩōĪҷŏŕĥ處ĳĶıĩŔĪ蚗城嚣䌻䋽䠓㿾榼虇
ᾙ捝☂ⓐ彂䠓㛍⸀桭虇䅒扐洽䚫虇䢇䜅⪯☂Ҹ

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾147埮
No.147,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄512-290 FAX處虃089虄513-269 http://www.dongtair-spa.com.tw/

棁⪸SPA虊Open-air SPA虇⪶⁉NT$處250虃Adult虄ҷNT$處150虃Children虄
卹ゞ㝸檟虊Breakfast buffet虇㵞⁉NT$處250 per person
ⓗҷ㟩檟虊lunch or dinner虇starts at NT$處380弆
▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處2500弆
☛ゞ✽〙⫦㏎虊Japanese-style suite with single bed處NT$處4000
乍侊☛ゞ⫦㏎虊Exquisite Japanese-style suite處NT$處5200
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

ADD處╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折䀺㹘㣠焜㹘彾268埮
No.268,Longquan Rd,Wenquan Village,Beinan Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄516-011

▗啫虃6蚙8⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 6-8 persons starts at NT$處1500弆
虃梏梊尀榟宑call for a reservation虄

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

ń蚗䀺㹘塚蚗chicken eggs cooked in the hot spring

C

B

This restaurant is by the entrance
to the Jhihben National Forest Recreational Area. The dining space is
beside the river and affords a beautiful view of the valleys and the drawbridge. You may enjoy the chicken
eggs cooked in the hot spring that
give a special flavor to your meal.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

ņ 蚗 㤀 ╿ 檙 䚮 䀺 㹘 ⫦ 檟 蚗 Ņ Ű ů Ũ ġ ŕ Ţ Ū ųġ
ũŦŢŭŵũźġ ũŰŵġ ŴűųŪůŨġ ŤŰŮţŰ蚗⪸䋅捝啫㖼
拜╿㤀䜅㼆䚱䠓⫦檟虇乍侊军巟ⵛҸ

A

⃜㝋䥴㢻⢚ⵅ㩽㤦懙㮑Ⓩ⋴╲㝐虇
ㄭ常干⢿㝈䐈䚱弆ⵅ虇厂⁙41⪩
〃虇亾䯜ᾜⶠ䌮ⴱҸ余抿䥴㢻䀹䛣
䠓䚷檟Ⓩ厖䀹巆ҷ▙㯚㾀㉔䢇㢪虇
∅军戓╾䠋䖍䓃儳䠓忳虇⢷㳳䋽
䀺㹘塚ҷ›䚷儝橮⎴㢘ᾏ䛹弲☂Ҹ

䓃Ⓩ⇴う儝橮〦虊Monkey Area Refreshment House

Information

E

Ņ 蚗 㺪 䫭 墫 ⳟ 㔡 蚗 ő Ű ų Ŭ ġ Ť ũ Ű ű ġ Ÿ Ū ŵ ũġ
œŰŴŦŭŭŦ蚗巻刚㔡ҷ㺪䫭呀▛䋽虇指䚫䠓
儝☂屎☛Ҹ虊Pork chop stewed with
Roselle, a sweet and sour delicacy.

ń蚗㝦泩䛹咓⧣蚗ŕŰŮŢŵŰġ ŴŵŶŧŧŦťġ ŸŪŵũġ
ţŪŭŭŧŪŴũ蚗㝦泩䏖ҷ洽壵虇㖼拜⇴う䠓ⓦ䙫
挻㷐虇㾔䏌╗檙䚮ҸSliced billfish and
prawns with pumpkin sauce.

ł蚗棁⪸㪿㤦䀺㹘㷯虊Open-air hot
spring pool.ġġġġ
Ń蚗䀺㹘Ŕőł檷虊Hot spring SPA hall.

The hotel has 146 tasteful suites and
a Chinese restaurant that seats 380
people. There is a hot spring SPA
hall, a selection of spring SPA pools
and a Hinoki sauna booth to provide for diverse needs. The Bountiful dishes are low in salt and sugar
and combine a delicious selection of
natural foods.

41
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Ń蚗灊㹈欨㵪妈蚗ńųŢţġ ŧųŪŦťġ ŸŪŵũġ ŴŦŴŢŮŦġ ŰŪŭ虊ŏŕĥ處ĳĺĺ
虃ⓙ㜳虊ķııŨ虄蚗刴儝䠓㵪妈虇⁴圠䏖灊㹈䎕欨ҷ䍫䋽
⋴☂虇妈刘䠓㾔䚫虇䰎憞䀺☛䠓愪欨怜ᾙ厛ⶥ虇╲☂ᾜ懫
㝋⪶朧妈Ҹ

B

A

D

C

㙐㢘257朢乍侊⫦㏎ҷ╾ⵈ亜491⁉
䠓ᾼゞ檟もҸ䀺㹘TQB檷虇▓ゞ䀺㹘
㷃䟑ҷ汧䀺┮㿾ҷ哘㢻乍㹈ҷ㰫㢷
䉳䵀虇㕟K⪩捜›╦Ҹ巟ⵛҷ₌捞
亽䠓乍侊㜨䖕虇ⶠ瀌ⶠ乥虇◗䖍
㟑㼆洽ҷ⸀䚱捝啫䠓卹䋅䚧儝Ҹ

䥴㢻㤀╿䀺㹘橾〦虊Dong Tair Spa Hotel

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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A

B

⹂栶懢虊The Yuchang Tunnel is 2660m in length. It was the first
mountain tunnel to be driven through the Coast Mountains.

B 蚗䔘朆栶懢蚗⋷朆2660⋻ⷉ虇㞾䲻ᾏ〶䰎弙㼆⹇⸀劗䠓⸀

A蚗㟷㡵ᾚ䠓䔘朆⋻彾蚗Uif!Zvdiboh!Ijhixbz

alight from your train at the Yuli station. For more
information, please call (03) 888-2020虃╿旄䔘捛
䱨虄 or visit at http://service.tra.gov.tw/yuli/

2.㖼ῧ䇺恙虇⢷䔘捛䱨ᾚ恙Ҹ虊By Railway處

By road處at the 297.8km mark on Provincial
Highway No.9 or the 96.1km mark on Provincial
Highway No. 11, turn off onto Provincial Highway
No. 30 - the Yuchang Highway. This will bring you
right here.

1 . 卹 姛 朚 恙 虇 㝋 ╿ 9 佩 2 9 7 . 8 k m 埤 虇 ㎥ ╿ 11 佩
96.1km埤虇惘⋴╿30佩䔘朆⋻彾│╾㑄懣Ҹ

㆝灋╊虚!How to get thereǻ

Antong Hot Spring Area

ᑀᵓᛦ⅃! ᑠ᱓ỹ᠌᪸
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呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ

蚗ⴘ憩䀹蚗Antong River

䔘朆⋻彾憩恙ㄛ虇样嗦″憩䠓
ⅎ⎸虇Ӂ䠍〃▜㿾ӂ䠓▜㶲㢃
䚩⁴ㄏҸ军ⴘ憩䀺㹘Ⓩ䠓㫼冔
΅㢃厃㝋㢜⑨♐幹厖宼∨䠓
㕟ⓖ虇䠋ⷤⷻ㝋卹⾀䠓樷㧋☛
䐈吁虇䳘㈷⏜ℕ汣毦Ҹ

㹘幹㝈棱虇ⴘ憩䀺㹘Ⓩ㹘䀺亓
72ʿ虇QI⇋亓9/8虇ⷻ䊰吁憞㞝
䠓㶾⒥䏸䧺指瀌㹘Ҹ⪩〃ℕ虇
ᾏ䢃㞾㹰㿾㊪⬌冔䠓ㅒᾼ欥
戇Ҹ军⡪◷䠓⃝㼆㑣⸀㤦虇㛲
䠋卹䋅䠓┮⭚Ὶ儝虇㢍⁴Ӂⴘ
憩䅾㠥ӂ▜⎦呀噽⋺㟾ῚᾏҸ

ⴘ憩䀺㹘Ⓩ⃜㝋呀噽侲䔘捛攽
厖ⵛ捛折″䛛埤䠓ⴘ憩䀹䛣虇
2:15〃娺ᾏ⃜ᾙ⸀㔰㮮勵䠓㝴
㢻⁉䠋䖍厂⁙虇⾁㢘ᾏ䠍⪩〃
㴆▁Ҹ2:41〃虇㝴㢻⁉╗⢷
㳳厗ら峵㑪ㄔ㏏虇宼僽⋻
⌀㼃⧃虇ⅎ憟䃇䠋ⷤ㎟䀺㹘⑬
⢿Ҹ

After the Yuzhang Highway was
opened the famous “Hundred
Year Hot Spring” became even
more well known and popular.
The Antong proprietors are
committed to improving the service quality and facilities.

The temperature of the hot
spring source is around 61 ʿ
and the pH value is 8.7. This
is a Sulphate-Chloride spring
that is clear and transparent.
A beautiful low sea level forest
surrounds the spring and was
listed as one of the eight great
views of Hualien.

This hot spring area was established in 1904 and has more
than a century of interesting history. In 1930, Japanese established a Resort for policemen
and a public bath; since then,
Antong has been developed to
a hot spring spot.
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Gourmet Food and the Hot Spring on Antong
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呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

B

C

E

D

ł蚗乍侊ҷ㻹䂺䠓Ӂ㞮⋘㿾ⷚӂ
Exquisite “Starry Hot Spring
Roomʦį
Ń蚗ⴳ⋶媇㿾虊Public bathing
pool.
ń蚗㏅⪥䀺㹘㷯虊Outdoor hot
spring pool.
Ņ蚗㛭㞝‽䠓ⴱ㏎虊Ample
and bright suite.
ņ蚗ⴘ憩䀺㹘樷☂檟蚗łůŵŰůŨġ ũŰŵġ
ŴűųŪůŨġ ŴŢŷŰųźġ ŤŰŮţŰ蚗啫ゞ⪩
㮲虇⊈㧋㉯虇䠕㔰䚷䜅⢿䜅Ⳳ
橮㣟媌⃫Ҹġ

This hot spring area was developed
many years ago. A cabin that was
built during the Japanese era is still
standing and in good condition. The
modern hotel building has a selection of cozy guest suites, a public
bath pool, a fine hot spring room, an
open-air SPA, an outdoor swimming
pool and a Chinese restaurant. This
is a classic hot spring hotel that is
recommended by all hot-spring patrons.

ADD處呀噽侲䔘捛攽㮑▗捛䀺㹘36埮虊Wenquan No.36,Lehe Village,Yuli Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄888-6108 http://www.an-tong.com.tw

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons虇starts at NT$ 處2500弆
㮨䀥2⁉㏎虊Standard Suite for 2處NT$處3600虖ⵅ㝞4⁉㏎虊Family Suite for 4處NT$處5200
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

媇㿾ҷ棁⪸SPA虊Nude hot spring bathing and open-air SPA處⋷䫷NT$處240)Adult*ҷⓙ䫷NT$處
120)Children*虖㞮⋘㿾ⷚ虊Starry Hot Spring Room處2⁉)for 2 persons*NT$處600虊1.5hr

included with
accomodation, group meals and a vegetarian diet, lease call for reservations虄

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟Ҹ▗啫╙亯橮梏梊尀榟宑虊breakfast

Information

A

䠋ⷤ䚩㝸虇⢷㢻Ⓩ䠋ⷤ▁⃣㢘ᾏ⾼
Ὶ⢿虇㝴㹊㟑㢮䠓㢷ⷚ⁜⸈䱚ᾜ
㖥Ҹ䖍⒥䠓橾〦ら䵘虇㙐㢘⪩㳍
厡懸ⴱ㏎ҷⴳ⋶媇㿾ҷ乍侊㿾ⷚҷ
棁⪸TQBҷ㏅⪥㺂㷯虇⁴╙ᾼゞ檟
も虇㞾䀺㹘㊪⬌冔㔷⺖䠓冐⳦埮Ҹ

ⴘ憩䀺㹘橾〦虊An-Tong Hot Spring Hotel

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
A

ł蚗乍ㅒ㏢憯䠓ŗŪŭŭŢ⫦㏎虇㻐棁㢋⬨樷㉔虊Hot spring room with delicate design.
Ń蚗↚⁉㿾ⷚ虇›╦棫䠓䀺㹘㟑⋘虊Private hot spring pool.
ń蚗捝啫樷☂檟蚗ŗŦŨŦŵŢţŭŦġŴŢŷŰųźġŤŰŮţŰ蚗㢘㯮欨哘ҷ捝啫虇崢怺汣⇩䘿ⅬҸ
A Savory Combo that is made from organic herbs and vegetables.
Ņ蚗卹媌哅㯈乍㹈虇╥卹亟䅂啾䠓䅂㻁哅㯈㤦虊Home-made tee tree essential oil.

C

This hotel is situated on the mid
slopes of the mountain and has wonderful views. The hot spring Villa is
constructed of stone and is elegant
and impressive. The Australian tea
trees from the forest and the herb
and vegetable garden offer a healthy
“LOHAS” atmosphere. You may enjoy a cup of coffee and take a bathe
in the hot spring while enjoying the
delightful aroma of the Tee tree’s essential oils.

ADD處呀噽侲䔘捛攽㮑▗捛䀺㹘41-5埮
Wenquan No.41-5,Lehe Village,Yuli Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄888-7333 http://www.twspa.com.tw

45

㝴ゞ樷◑虊Japanese-Style Hot Spring Bath處⪶⁉NT$處200虃Adult虇⇖㝴Holidays NT$處250虄ҷ
㎥朆棡㝞NT$處150 虃Children or Senior虄
ⵅ〼㿾ⷚ2⁉虊Family Hot Spring Room for 2 persons處NT$處500虊1hr虃⇖㝴HolidaysNT$處600虊1hr虄
㮨䀥2⁉㏎虊Standard Suite for 2 persons處NT$: 3400
VIP 2⁉㏎虊VIP Suite for 2 persons處NT$處4800
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

D

B

⣟㙐ⓙ⸀勿䠓⬌嬥捝Ҹ┮㢷䦂䦛㭚
䵘䠓Wjmmb亩㿾ⷚ虇ⷤ䖍乍侊ҷ⊹桔
樷ⶩҸひ㪜㎟㤦䠓䅂㻁哅㯈ҷ欨哘
捝啫⢡虇ⷤ䖍⇴うҷ㮑㻊Ҹ㹰㿾Ὶ
檧虇戓╾⛫檁☥⛰虇›╦哅㯈乍㹈
䠓呂欨虇汣毦㻹䂺䠓㈯朡㟑⋘Ҹ

亟䅂啾䀺㹘⸀唙虊New Life Hot Spring Resort

Antong
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B
C

ADD處呀噽侲䔘捛攽㮑▗捛䀺㹘41-2埮
Wenquan No.41-2,Lehe Village,Yuli Township, Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄888-2686

㹰㿾虊Hot Spring SPA處㵞⁉NT$處200 per person
乍侊2⁉㿾ⷚ虊Exquisite Hot Spring Room for 2 persons處NT$處1000/2hr
乍侊2⁉㿾ⷚ(⃞ⵎ)虊Exquisite Hot Spring Room for 2 persons處NT$處3000
ⷚᾼⷚ4⁉㿾ⷚ虊Divided Hot Spring Room for 4 persons處NT$處6800
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

ń蚗⁴┮㢷㭚䵘䠓ⴱ㏎虇㛲䠋⸀㤦䠓㶲ㇾ虊The guest
suite unveils a breath of forest air.

ł蚗䦂䦛䠓㿾ⷚῚ⪥虇㞾㜃䏖䠓棡⸀伯㊞
The Hot Spring Rooms are made of stone.
Ń蚗䩂䉳棡呀泩⫦檟蚗ňųŪŭŭŦťġ ŮŢŤŬŦųŦŭġ ŤŰŮţŰ虊
ŏŕĥ處ĳĶı蚗ℕ卹㤀㼆⹇䠓⪶㼆㟑洽虇⁴圓瀌䩂䉳◗
䖍ㅯ┮☂虇㖼拜㾔䏌䠓城嚣企ㇿ⎿⬌埤Ҹ

A

C

D

ń蚗塖亚䦂㏢憯䠓㿾ⷚ虇榦⌆⢿㝈䐈吁
The Hot Spring Rooms are made of
Serpentine.
Ņ蚗乍ㅒ㏢憯䠓嬹㷃懙㮑䰉朢
Fun for parents and kids.

ł蚗㞝‽厡懸䠓䀺㹘⫦㏎
A bright and cozy suite.
Ń蚗㷃䟑㶲㹰〙虊SPA bubble pool.

47

ADD處呀噽侲䔘捛攽㮑▗捛䀺㹘35-6埮虊Wenquan No.35-6,Lehe Village,Yuli Township,Hualien
County TEL處虃03虄888-4776 http://www.8884776.com.tw

㹰㿾虊Hot Spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處150虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃Children虄
乍侊2⁉⫦㏎虊Exquisite Suite for 2 persons處NT$處4000

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

B

A

Antong

ḹᬧዩᑠ᱓

Although the outward appearance
is low-profile, the facilities and service inside are complete. There are
private hot spring house and an
outdoor SPA. The suites are made
of stone with the unique quality only
Hualien possesses. The enthusiastic
down-to-earth host makes you feel
relaxed and at ease.

⪥孏ᾜ弆䣋虇┊榦㢘⋶㽄䠓䀺㹘㶠
ⵎ虇柳―㙐㢘↚⁉㹰㿾㷯ҷ㏅⪥
TQBῚ⪥虇⋷㜿䠓孏㟾⫦㏎ҷ⁴呀噽
䐈㢘䦂㣟㏢憯䠓㿾ⷚ榦⌆䐈吁Ҹ军
㶠ⵎῊ⁉㢘⬑Ӂ〓匂⁉ӂ䠓亣㯇䍀
㉔虇΅⁉㊮⎿悤沕卹⢷Ҹ

乍侊䠓棁⪸TQBҷ↚⁉㿾ⷚ虇⁴╙
䚷ㅒ嬞␒䠓⃞ⵎ䘿⨒虇榦㢘㝴㢻䀺
㹘㝔檷樷☂Ҹ䃣㽷㞝‽䠓▶╿虇屎
䖕儝☂䠓悤橮㜨䖕Ҹ㗸䠊䠓″屋䰉
朢虇╾ᾏ戙䚷檟虇ᾏ戙孏幭䰦⪥儝
㟾虇›╦ㆰ䋅卹ㄦ䠓₠朡㟑⋘Ҹ

A delicate open-air SPA with private
hot spring rooms; an environment
designed with care and effort with a
slightly Japanese style. There is a neat
and bright bar counter and a modern
lounge where you can have a meal
and enjoy the beautiful scenery.

▘䫴䀺㹘慁唙虊Jixiang Hot Spring Farm

幏ⷚ䀺㹘⸀唙虊KAGAYA Hot Spring Resort

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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C

B

A

ADD處呀噽侲ⵛ捛折◂㷮㣠ⴘ憩58-8埮虊Antong No.58-8, Wujiang Village,Fuli Township,Hualien
County TEL處虃03虄888-8588 FAX處虃03虄888-6878

㹰㿾虊Hot Spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處180虃Adult虄ҷ㎥朆棡㝞NT$處120虃Children or Senior虄
䶰檟虊Combo處NT$處150
㮨䀥2⁉㏎虊Standard Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3600虖4⁉㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處5200
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

B蚗⋡䱴㏁㷃㷯虊Children's Play Pool .!!!C蚗㷃䟑TQB
D蚗巟㸪䠓㷃䀟虇ℕ卹五唬䀹ᾚ㿇㿶⎉䠓⊹幹䀺㹘虊Hot spring with an abundant water
source.!!!E蚗杙厡懸䠓⫦㏎虊Ample and bright suite.

D

A pool for children to have fun, outdoor hot spring pools and a SPA and
herb bath pool. There are also hot
spring rooms to make you feel good
and happy in body and spirit. If you
need a break there is a choice of
cozy and roomy suites.

↩⸀∜㷃虇㙐㢘▓ゞ㿾ⷚ厖㏅⪥㹰
㿾宼∨Ҹ崢㢚╚ㅺ㮑Ⲙ㏁䠓⋡䱴
㏁㷃㷯虇凩桕嬹ⳟ▛㮑䠓㳰䲠Ҹ⌆
㢘弔概㹱ҷ㶲㹰〙䳘劌䠓㷃䟑
TQB虇⁴╙㾊檙䚮拜㝈䠓坴㼃㷯虇
崢㈷怺ㅒ厡㠱ҷⵈ⋘䋴䠋Ҹ㹰㿾Ὶ
檧虇呴㊂⋔⎕₠ㇾᾏᾚ虇戓㢘㛭
厡懸䠓ⴱ㏎崢㈷ⴘ䋅⋴䣰Ҹ

䔘䀺㹘虊Yu Hot Spring

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

C

B

The bamboo suites have a primitive
atmosphere. They are rough but very
comfortable and have a rustic feel.
If you don’t need luxurious facilities
this is a place where you can enjoy
a good hot spring and pay the most
reasonable price in Antong.

ADD處呀噽侲䔘捛攽㮑▗捛䀺㹘37埮
Wenquan No.37,Lehe Village,Yuli Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄888-3589

㵞⁉NT$處100 per person

㹰㿾⊈㧋虊Price for hot Spring SPA

Information

D蚗↚⁉㹰㿾㷯虊Private hot spring bath
tubs.

C蚗㔷朚䰦虇㹰ᾏ⪉哅虇ⷀ╾ῧ嗦」寀㹂⹇
㾔樷›╦㈯朡虊Open the window and
enjoy the casual atmosphere.

B蚗㷃⹇戙䠓䀺㹘㷯虇厖卹䋅▗军䉉ᾏ虊A
hot spring pool at the riverside.

A

⋔䂎┮⭚㶲ㇾ䠓䲈ⷚ虇卹㎟ᾏ㧋㝋
ⴘ憩䀹㷃⹇戙Ҹ䢚䶰柚虇┊㢘劺
Ⅶ㾔瀦Ὶ㊮Ҹ呴ᾜ宗悒宼∨巹啾
厖▵虇憨婰╾⁴崢㈷䚷㢏。䠓⊈
㧋虇›╦⎿ⴘ憩䀺㹘Ⓩ䠓⊹叾㹘
幹Ҹ呴㊂✬哅厗☂虇䰦戙♐咦䠓㊞
⨒虇΅⎴㢘ᾏ䛹㮑弲Ҹ

䀹䛣䀺㹘虊Xipan Hot Spring
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ḦᱥሪἛⓂ

军㢃㾀⋴⸀⸻虇⢷五嗘⪶㯚ㄋ
䱾䠓五嗘䀺㹘虇╗䯀Ӂ⋶䀺
㹘ӂ虇⸀⋘「棫虇劺Ⅶ㾔瀦Ҹ
彷弙⪶ⓙᾥ亏䠓㝴ゞ㢷ⷚ⁜Ⅼ
䛨厂⁙Ҹ㹘䀟⢷㞮⸀㤀瀢虇
㹘䀺亓71〵虇䉉䊰吁憞㞝䠓ダ
瀋ㆶ䩂指㶺掘㹘Ҹ

㟑䄓䄗憞㞝虇ᾏ㵄㟑朢ㄛ虇㷃
ᾼ旄幹㶶⒥ⷀ◗䖍灒媟吁虇㢘
Ӂ䚮䛆Ὶ㹘ӂῚ䯀Ҹ

the Ruisui station; then transfer to a Ruisui-Red Leaves line Hualien bus.
呀噽ⴱ懚虊Hualien Bus虇TEL處虃03虄833-8146蚙8
╿旄䗭䯦䱨虊Taiwan Railway Ruisui Station處虃03虄887-5039
http://service.tra.gov.tw/rueisuei/

2.㖼ῧ䇺恙虇⢷䗭䯦䱨ᾚ恙虇惘㖼呀噽ⴱ懚䗭䯦-五嗘佩䕼恙⏜ㄏҸ 虊To travel by train, get off at

No.9, Ruisui section and follow the signs.

1.卹姛朚恙虇㝋╿9佩䗭䯦㵄㹎㒖㮨⏜ㄏ虇│╾㑄懣Ҹ 虊By road處drive on the Provincial Highway

㆝灋╊虚!How to get thereǻ

㹘幹㝈棱虇䗭䯦䀺㹘㹘䀺亓
56ʿ虇QI⇋亓7/8虇䉉⋷╿⚾ᾏ
䩂指瀌㹘虃Ob.DJȥIDP4虄虇╾
㼃ᾜ╾檁Ҹ㹘㷃⏪䛀⢿ᾚ㿶⎉

䗭䯦䀺㹘䠋䀟㝋五嗘䀹ᾚ㿇埝
榼⸀ⓦ瀢虇2:2:〃│ら㢘⋻⌀
㼃⧃虇㝸㢮⁴Ӂ五嗘忙ӂ▜
⎦呀噽⋺㟾ῚᾏҸ⋷Ⓩ樷㟾⊹
儝虇五嗘䀹巆ҷ厭潃╿⢿ҷ䭏
⭠⽡䀹䠕⢷㝈⢢Ὶ⋶Ҹ

Ruisui Hot Spring Area

ᑀᵓᛦ⅃! ἛⓂỹ᠌᪸

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
This is the only Carbonate
Spring in Taiwan. The temperature is around 45 ʿ and the water has a pH value of 6.7. The
water is crystal clear just as

The Ruisui hot spring area was
established as a public bath as
early as 1919 and was listed
as one of the eight great views
of Hualien. The beautiful Red
Leaves Valley, Ruisui Farm, the
Wuhe plateau and the Siougulaun River are all close by.

Go further into the mountains to
the Red Leaf Hot Spring and the
scenery is fresh and clear. The
Japanese style of half a century
ago is still evident. The temperature of the water is around
60 ʿ in a clear and transparent
Sodium Bicarbonate Spring.

it comes from the ground, but
after a short while the iron in
the water begins to oxidize and
turns it a yellowish brown.
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Ruisui
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Gourmet Food and the Hot Spring on Ruisui
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呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

D

C蚗╾⋔⎕汣毦慁朡䚮㻊䠓⃞ⵎ䰉朢虊The suites have
a countryside feeling.
D蚗棡㢷䙫㔡氷㿾蚗㢷䙫厖㔡氷▛䍘虇㾔䚫䠓㿾㷐⁉
⡭☂䊰䰽虊Stewed rib soup with green papaya.
E蚗䈡奉刘蚗Gsjfe!ftdbshpu蚗

B蚗㏅⪥㹰㿾㷯虊Outdoor hot spring pool.

C

An ornate bridge over flowing water
reflects the absolute beauty of mountain and river. You are offered individual pools, an outdoor hot spring
and open-air swimming pools with
‘water-recreation’ facilities. The redbrick house has a plain and simple
country feeling that brings you the
relaxation and refreshment you need
to experience in person.

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䀺㹘彾ᾘ㵄35-10埮虊No.35-10,Wenquan Rd Sec 3,Ruixiang Village,Ruisui
Township,Hualien County TEL處虃03虄887-6866蚙9 FAX處虃03虄887-6865 http://www.bcdspa.com

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處150虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃Children虄
▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處2000弆
2⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處2800虖4⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4800虖
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

B

A

ⷳ㲰⎕㞝䠓〼⢡虇㯚㻐㷃虇㞯⎉
⚾儝䠓⸀⋘㷃Ҹ⢜䷻伯㤦Ὶ朢䠓
↚⁉㷯ҷ㏅⪥㹰㿾㷯ҷ棁⪸㺂㷯虇
⁴╙嬹㷃懙㏁宼㝌虇㕟Kᾜ▛䠓㹰
㿾㉔⨒☛弲☂Ҹ慁㣠樷㉔䠓五䩩
ⷚ虇⿅ℕ㾂㯇䠓折捝㶲ㇾ虇䉉㝔憣
䠓折ⷔ䚮㻊⨭㾊㈯朡㶲㶪虇⇋ㄦ㈷
ℕ嬹怺汣毦Ҹ

▘䫴欨㧈⢡〼⢡䀺㹘虊Jixiang Xiangganyuan Hot Spring

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
D

E蚗䉇壵┆蚗Gsjfe! tisjnq! spmm蚗拴劕䠓募䠽虇
壵䃎ҷ洽嚻䠓洽䚫虇⁉⇫ᾜ―╲Ҹ

C蚗亯桔䠓☛ⴳ虊Plain and elegant Japanese
style rooms.
D蚗㽋㑛、帬⚖蚗Dpme! tdbmmpq! sjnt! xjui!
tbvdf蚗、帬⚖ҷ䚮㺚嚴ҷ剰城嚣ҷ灠㢷凂虇⁴
㽰桔䠓挻㷐屎☛虇㞾榦䉉䏌╲䠓⸀䕜㼆☂仓▗Ҹ

B蚗棁⪸䀺㹘㷯虊Open-air hot spring pool.

C

B

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䀺㹘彾ᾘ㵄2⾆36-1埮
No.36-1,2 Lane,Wenquan Rd Sec 3,Ruixiang Village,Ruisui Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-1709 http://www.netete.com/ruifeng

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處150虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃Children虄
▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處2000弆
2⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3000虖4⁉⫦㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4000
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

A

The Japanese style yard and openair pool are merged perfectly with a
long row of green trees. There are
many individual indoor tubs for you
to take a dip alone. If you feel sleepy
just go to your warm and lovely
suite. If you like the experience the
fun of camping and BBQ the ample
grounds are an ideal place for this.

₎呴㝴㢻㤾⸀㷃䠓〼⢡虇憞⎉䬹
☂Ҹ憲㎟ᾏ㶲䠓棁⪸㷯虇厖㜃㔡伯
㯈䢇悬㞯Ҹ呴嬐䓷›㹰㿾虇ⶩ㢘⪩
朢ⴳ⋶↚⁉㷯Ҹ䣞―ⷀ⃞懁䀺欷桔
㏎㎥☛ⴳҸ呴㊂汣毦捝䍮弲☂虇
ひ䠓ⷚ⏜ひ⧃虇ⷀ㞾棁䍮䉳刘䠓䖕
㊂⧃⢿Ҹ

䗭䀺㹘虊
Ruifeng Hot Spring

53
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ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䀺㹘彾ᾘ㵄2⾆31-6埮虊No.31-6,2 Lane Wenquan Rd Sec
3,Ruixiang Village,Ruisui Township,Hualien County TEL處虃03虄800-6788

㹰㿾虊Ipu!tqsjoh!TQB處㎟⁉OU%處311虃Bevmu虄ҷOU%處261虃Dijmesfo虄
↚⁉㿾ⷚ虊Joejwjevbm!Ipu!Tqsjoh!Sppn處OU%處411虊is
巹啾ⵅ〼㿾ⷚ虊Mvyvsz!Gbnjmz!Ipu!Tqsjoh!Sppn處OU%處8311
3⁉㏎虊Tvjuf!gps!3!qfstpot處OU%處6111
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

D

C

B

B蚗棁⪸㺂㷯虇㷯䛣䠕⁴┮㢷厥䵘虊Open-air swimming pool.
C蚗㬄䶰军ᾜ⫀桔厃䠓↚⁉㿾ⷚ虊Individual hot spring rooms.
D蚗㻐棁㝴ゞ䬹樷䠓㹰㿾₠ㇾⓏ虊The Lounge.
E蚗■榑亩Wjmmb䢚烙䠓巹啾ⵅ〼㏎虇拜∨―ⷻ䠓棁⪸㹰㿾㷯虊Luxury family
suite equipped with individual open-air hot spring pool.

A

The space combines Japanese Zen
and modern styles from the lobby to
the individual hot spring rooms. The
open-air swimming pool is surrounded by logs. The open-air bath pool,
the delicate suites and first class
villas are the aspiration of many
guests.

D

C

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䗭䫴㣠101埮虊No.101,Ruixiang Village,Ruisui Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-5505 FAX處虃03虄887-6600 http://www.hoya-spa.com.tw

㹰㿾虊Ipu!tqsjoh!TQB處㎟⁉OU%處331虃Bevmu虇⇖㝴OU%處361虄ҷ
⢚ᾼ䚮OU%處281虃Kvojps!ijhi虄ҷ⢚⋡䱴虃Fmfnfoubsz!tdippm虄OU%處261
▗啫虃21⁉₌虄虊B!hspvq!nfbm!gps!vq!up!21!qfstpot!tubsut!bu!OU%處3111弆
㮨䀥3⁉㏎虊Tuboebse!Tvjuf!gps!3!處OU%處4611虖㮨䀥5⁉㏎虊Tuboebse!Tvjuf!gps!5!處OU%處6111
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

55
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B蚗棁⪸TQB虊Open-air SPA.! ! C蚗厡懸ひ䠓孏㟾⫦㏎虊Cozy and roomy suite with
great views. D蚗弙ⓦ㞴㔁蚗Wjfuobn!tqsjoh!spmm蚗拴劕捠灒䠓㞴㔁䠽虇⒔坞⌻丘ҷ洽刘ҷ
灠㢷凂䳘洽嚻虇ⷤ䖍⎉ᾜⅦ䠓␄㊞☛╲㊮Ҹ! ! E蚗乥挚㔡氷蚗Txffu! boe! tpvs! qpsl蚗㾔瀦ҷ
㽰桔䠓弙ⓦ樷☂虇䉉乥挚㔡氷ᾚ㜿䠓寊孲Ҹ

A

This hotel has an Elegant Japanese
style courtyard, a SPA, an outdoor
swimming pool with a play pool for
children and private hot spring spa
rooms to delight your stay. The warm
and lovely hot spring suites are cozy
but roomy enough to make you feel
at home.

⊹桔䠓㝴ゞ〼⢡虇㞾㈯朡㹰㿾䠓〞
㢁Ҹ汧䀺┮㿾ҷ㷃䟑TQBҷ⋡䱴㏁㷃
㷯ҷ㏅⪥㺂㷯╙↚⁉㿾ⷚ虇⿅ℕ⪩
捜䠓›╦Ҹ䀺欷䠓䀺㹘桔ⷔ虇㕟K
厡懸ҷ㛭䠓⃞ⵎ䰉朢虇⁴ⵅ䠓㢜
⑨䖕ㆄ虇崢㈷㢘幢厂⬑㴇䠓㊮╦Ҹ

㝴ゞ䬹樷厖䖍㗸䠊䠓夜▗虇ㄭ″
屋⪶もゅ⎿↚⁉㿾ⷚҸ┮㢷⒔⢜
䠓棁⪸㺂㷯虇⿅ℕ䀺㠥䠓㊮孉Ҹ仟
▗棁⪸㼃㷯厖乍侊ⴱ㏎䠓仓▗虇㻐
棁榑亩Wjmmb䠓樷㧋虇⁉⠽ㄏ虇杫
弆㏎朏ⷀ╾⬌⬌卹㎠栅挘ᾏ䛹蘼
B

埝䏉䀺㹘㢒檷虊Hoya Spa Hotel

㤀⸰䭏⽬䀺㹘㢒檷虊Higashi Oka Hide Kawa

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䗭䫴㣠⒦‣彾321埮
No.321,Beiwu Rd,Ruixiang Village,Ruisui Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-6629 FAX處虃03虄887-6772

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處150虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃Children虄
乍侊4⁉㏎虊Exquisite Suite for 4處NT$處4500虖乍侊2⁉㏎虊Exquisite Suite for 2處NT$處2600
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

C蚗┮㢷婬䃱䠓⫦㏎虇䀺欷╗厡懸虊The suites
are decorated with logs.
D蚗䗭䯦洽⬅䇺據蚗Svjtvj! njml! Ipu! Qpu虊
OU%處391蚗㔰䚷䜅⢿䜅Ⳳ橮㣟䠓䇺據⫦檟虇洽
〵⪯ҷ₌捞彂虇㖼拜䗭䯦䐈䚱䠓洽 ⇩㿾〤虇
⨭㾊ᾜⶠ䀺䃳䠓╲㊮Ҹ

C

B

The suites are decorated with logs
that release the fragrance of the forest. The hot spring pool extends outside into the open air. The outdoor
Spa is a delight. In the restaurant
one can find a Western or an Eastern breakfast, a savory combo or
afternoon tea. Enjoy a relaxed and
easy time.

B蚗㏅⪥㹰㿾㷯虊Outdoor hot spring pool.

A

䓷㩮桨℄䠓ⷚ虇⣟嗌⢷ひ䠓⢡
ⓏҸⴳ⋶┮㢷婬䃱虇㛲䠋㩽㤦㶲
ㇾҸⓙ棁⪸䀺㹘㼃㷯虇⿅ℕ樷㉔喻
䮽䠓㹰㿾㮑弲Ҹ呴㊂汣毦㷃㦀姬
㙙虇ⷀ⎿㏅⪥㺂㷯TQBҸῊ汣ら䵘檟
も婰虇ᾼ嬎ゞ㝸灭ҷ䐈吁樷☂檟虇
⁴╙㈯朡䠓ᾚⓗ哅虇崢㈷›╦悤沕
㊫㊞䠓㟑⋘Ҹ

灒ⵅ䀺㹘⸀唙虊Huangjia Hot Spring Resort

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

C

Ruisui

B

C

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䀺㹘彾ᾘ㵄137埮/No.137,Wenquan Rd Sec 3,Ruisui Township,Hualien
County TEL處0919-289-920ҷ0937-468-021 http://mailton.myweb.hinet.net

2⁉㏎虊Suite for 2處NT$處3000虖4⁉㏎虊Suite for 4處NT$處4000
㿾ⷚ2⁉㏎虊Hot Spring Room for 2處NT$處4000

⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

B蚗㏅⪥㹰㿾㷯虊Outdoor hot spring pool.!!C蚗䀺欷厡懸䠓⫦㏎虊Warm and lovely suite.
D蚗榦㢘₌捞䠓㝸檟虇㢘䠽塚䞵刘临ҷ㹈㨬ҷ挚圠ҷ劕㨔╙灠乥櫔榼虊Breakfast combo .

This resort is just beside the foot of the mountain. A reservation must be
made before a visit. Open the door of your individual suite and have a hot
spring spa immediately. The mini open-air hot spring pool allows you to have
fun on your own.

余抿⸀匂ᾚ虇䘿⨒㾔「虇㔰榟亓⏅Ҹ䓷䱚朏㏅䠓⫦㏎虇憆⃯䠓棁⪸䀺㹘㷯虇
㢏劌㊮╦䓷›䠓㮑弲Ҹ懸▗ⵅ〼ҷᾘ‣⬌╚▛ℕ㳰㠱Ҹ

⸀ᾚᾜ冐䀺㹘虊Yamashida Hot Spring

A

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䗭䫴㣠‣䬞彾325埮虊No.325,Wufu Rd, Ruixiang Village,Ruisui
Township,Hualien County TEL處虃03虄887-6307 http://www.yuan-hhs.com.tw/

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處150虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃130cm⁴ᾚ虇Children under 130cm虄
2⁉㏎虊Suite for 2處NT$處3300虖3⁉㏎虊Suite for 3處NT$處4400虖4⁉㏎虊Suite for 4處NT$處6600

57

B蚗䐈㴙宼宗䠓㏎ᾼ㏎䰉朢虊Bright and comfy Family
Suite/! ! C蚗ⴱ㏎ⷻ䠓ⓙ棁⪸㿾㷯虊Luxury suite
equipped with individual hot spring pool. D蚗㮮
㯈ᾚ䠓棁⪸㿾㷯虊Open-air SPA.! ! E蚗┮折䇺據蚗
Ipnfupxo!Ipu!Qpu虊OU%處361

D

B

A

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

This is a European style building
with exquisite inner décor that reflects to the good taste and efforts
of the host. The hot spring pool beneath the trees has abundant space
for all sorts of activity. There is also
an open air deck where you can
relax and take it easy. Parents and
kids can play by the small river and
many guests come to the hotel to
catch fish and shrimp.

㳟ゞ⪥孏ҷ乍侊⋶婬虇槾䫉Ὴ⁉䠓
♐☂☛䚷ㅒҸ㮮㯈ᾚ䠓㹰㿾㷯虇䢚
ㄦ⎿旄㯈㤦厖埝榼⸀䠓儝㟾Ҹひ
䠓㻊⑤䰉朢ҷ棁⪸。╿虇崢㈷卹⢷
ㄫㄘҸ╾㘗泩ҷ㓘壵ҷ棡塨䠓䚮
㋚㹂虇懸▗嬹ⳟ▛㮑虇汣毦折捝
䠓弲☂Ҹ

┮折䀺㹘虊Yuan Hsiang Hot Spring

ḦᱥዩἛⓂ
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D

C

E蚗㢷ⷚ⋶䠓憩厥虊A cabin dormitory.

C蚗↚⁉㿾ⷚ虊Individual hot spring room.
D蚗䓷㩮㢷ⷚ虊Individual cabins.

B蚗棁⪸䀺㹘㷯虊Open-air hot spring pool.

This is a modern hotel beside the
mountain with suites in various
styles, private hot spring tubs and
an open-air hot spring pool made of
stone. If you want to experience a
leisurely life in the countryside and
in an individual cabin, come here to
have LOHAS vacation feelings.

䗭桓䀺㹘㝔檷 Ruixiong Hot Spring Hotel
ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䀺㹘彾ᾘ㵄185埮
No.185,Wenquan Rd Sec 3,Ruisui Township,Hualien County
䗭桓䀺㹘⸀唙 Ruixiong Hot Spring Resort
ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䀺㹘彾ᾘ㵄123埮
No.123,Wenquan Rd Sec 3,Ruisui Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-2254 FAX處虃03虄887-3593 http://sunshine-hs.network.com.tw/

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處200虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃Children虄虖
2⁉㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處2990
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

B

A

余抿⸀戙䠓㜿ゞ㝔檷虇卹䋅䠓吻⪩
乍⁉栅挘Ҹ㙐㢘⪩㳍⫦㏎ҷ↚⁉
㷯虇⁴╙┮䦂⦕䦛䠓棁⪸䀺㹘㷯Ҹ
呴㊂汣毦㈯朡䠓折㣠䚮㻊虇䗭桓䀺
㹘⸀唙䠓ⓒ⣹伯⢿虇⁴╙㤦㢷⢜俭
䠓䓷㩮㢷ⷚ虇崢㈷汣毦㮑㻊㋱朡䠓
㾰⇖樷㉔Ҹ

䗭桓䀺㹘㝔檷ȥ䗭桓䀺㹘⸀唙虊
Ruixiong Hot Spring Hotel & Resort

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

A B

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處200虃Adult虄ҷNT處150虃Children虄
2⁉㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處2500虖4⁉㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4000
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ADD處呀噽侲喻㬽折五嗘㣠1抿17埮
No.17,Neighborhood 1,Hongye Village,Wanromg
Township,Hualien County TEL處0937-912-051
http://netete.network.com.tw/

Information

B蚗㹰㿾㷯虊Hot spring pool
C蚗㏅⪥ᾼ〼虊Outdoor courtyard

㹰㿾ҷ⃞ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

The Four Section compound pattern
is excellent for friends who want to
share and be near each other. Suites
and individual hot spring rooms are
around the courtyard. It is also a fine
place for a leisurely afternoon tea
and carefree chat with friends.

⡪▗柱䠓㧋虇䀺欷䠓䰉朢虇懸▗
ᾘ‣⬌╚⢧凩Ҹ▓ゞ⫦㏎ҷ↚⁉㿾
ⷚ虇⢜俭⢷ᾼ〼⡪◷虇╾⢷ᾼ〼✬
哅凙⪸虇㊮╦㈯朡卹⢷䠓䚮㻊Ҹ

㷮⾒ⓦ䀺㹘⸀唙虊Jiangbunan Spa Rrsort

C

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處200虃Adult虄ҷ
NT$處150虃Children虄
2⁉㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處3000
4⁉㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4500
6⁉㏎虊Suite for 6 persons處NT$處6000

breakfast included with accomodation虄

㹰 㿾 ҷ ⃞ ⵎ ⊈ 㧋 虊 Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊

Information

D蚗䱴尀㉔⨒䠓㢷ⷚ虊Fairy tale style cabins.

B蚗㪿ⳟ㯈ᾚ䠓㹰㿾虇⨭㾊卹䋅厡㠱䠓㊮╦
虊Outdoor hot spring pool.
C蚗↚⁉㿾ⷚ虊Individual hot spring rooms.

The Coconut displays a gentle
Southeast Asian atmosphere. There
is an open-air swimming pool, individual hot spring rooms, cozy suites,
and a multi-function lounge that meet
all your recreational needs. The fairy
tale cabins transport you back to the
pure and lovely dream of your youth.

Ruisui

ADD處呀噽侲䗭䯦折䗭䫴㣠䀺㹘彾201埮/No.201,Wenquan Rd,Ruixiang
Village,Ruisui Township,Hualien County TEL處0937-912051
FAX處虃03虄887-5795 http://www.netete.com/coco/

B

A

㪿㖥㢂虇㟩樷㾔㽋虇䀺㥣䠓ⓦ㺚
樷◈⫞㻹䂺䠓㟑⋘Ҹ棁⪸㺂㷯ҷ↚
⁉㿾ⷚҷ厡懸䠓⫦㏎虇⁴╙⪩劌
䠓䰉朢虇䂎彂凩㢒ҷ⮪㮑ҷ䚷檟䠓
梏㷑Ҹ呴㊂㐍⡭廳ⳟῚㅒ虇戓㢘䱴
尀㉔⨒䠓㢷ⷚ虇崢㈷捜⡭〃ⶠ亣䢮
䠓⪱㊂Ҹ

㪿ⳟ㤦䀺㹘橾〦虊Coconut Spa Hotel

ḦᱥዩἛⓂ
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B

C
B蚗㭊㭊丂ⴱ㏎虊Tatami guest
suite. C蚗㏅⪥䀺㹘㷯虊Outdoor
hot spring pool.!!D蚗瀌拴䀹壵蚗
Dsjtq!boe!tbmuz!dsffl!tisjnq虊
壵☂ⓐ彂虇嚴ҷ嘫ҷ愲㪡䠓捜╲
☂虇㢏懸▗䜅ᾚ拡啫Ҹ! ! E蚗䂆
匀刘蚗Tufxfe! cffg! tibol虊⿅䳚
䠓匀刘虇㥣楛军ᾜ㦃Ҹ

ADD處呀噽侲喻㬽折五嗘㣠23埮虊No.23,Hongye Village,Wanromg Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-2170 FAX處虃03虄887-2220 http://www.juisui-hotspring.com

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處150虃Adult虄ҷNT$處100虃Children虄
▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處2000弆
2⁉㏎虊Suite for 2 persons處NT$處2500虖4⁉㏎虊Suite for 4 persons處NT$處4500
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

D

A

B

E

ADD處呀噽侲喻㬽折五嗘㣠188埮虊No.188,Hongye Village,Wanrong Township,Hualien County
TEL處虃03虄887-887-2176 FAX處虃03虄887-5241 http://www.188hy.com

㹰㿾虊Hot spring SPA處㎟⁉NT$處120虃Adult虄ҷNT$處80虃Children虄
▗啫虃10⁉₌虄虊A group meal for up to 10 persons starts at NT$處2000弆
㢷ⷚ2⁉㏎虊Cabin for 2 persons處NT$處3000虖㮨䀥4⁉㏎虊Standard for 4 persons處NT$處3800
㢻⊈㧋≔K╒冒虇╵㢘⪩䮽㏎⤚屚梊㻌㎥ᾙ佁㥴寱Ҹ
This price is for reference only. Call us for other models.

㹰㿾ҷ橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟虊breakfast included with accomodation虄

Information

E蚗咓匇䌁蚗Tufxfe! fhhqmbou! boe! qpsl蚗恮䌮䠓巻匇☛咓ⳟ虇⁴
佸䇺䌁ㄦ⋴☂虇΅⿅⎉㥣䃳䠓╲㊮ҸEggplant and pork stewed
together.
C
F蚗溂㨷䈡懝帢蚗Gsjfe! qjofbqqmf! xjui! wfhfubcmf! gfso蚗懝帢
囷ҷ㜿洽溂㨷虇⋴嚼㯈ⳟ▛䈡虇⫖⬨䠓仓▗虇┊㢘ᾜ⍰䠓姷䖍Ҹ
虊Fern and fresh pineapple fried together.

D蚗㭊㭊丂憩厥虊Dormitory with Tatami.

C蚗㝴ゞ㢷ⷚ䐈㢘䠓㞝㽷朆す☛㢷㧋ⳟ䰦虊Japanese style cabin.

B蚗㏅⪥䀺㹘㷯虊Outdoor hot spring pool.

A

D

C
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Ruisui

ḦᱥዩἛⓂ

This wooden house is more than half
a Century old. The Tatami reveal its
elegant Japanese style. Individual
tubs and an open-air hot spring pool
provide you additional space to enjoy
yourselves. The cultural atmosphere
is Japanese and there are hot spring
spas reserved exclusively for men
and women.

彷弙⪶ⓙᾥ亏䠓㝴ゞ㢷ⷚ虇桀►寃
尹ᾜ䡰䠓㴆▁樷啾Ҹ䛆㿾ҷ⬂㿾ゅ
倛―㤀㺚䠓㹰㿾㜖⒥Ҹ↚⁉㷯ҷ棁
⪸㹰㿾㷯虇㕟K―䓷›䠓䰉朢Ҹ檟
も婰虇㢘㯮㟑嚻ҷ捝啫ҷ㛍⸀桭虇
㊂▒ⷀ㢘Ҹ㭊㭊丂ҷ㢷㧋ⳟ䰦䠓⃞
ⷚ虇㾔䏌䠓☛樷ҷ䀺㹘䠓㛔‚虇䳘
㈷⏜ℕ榧䛴☛㊮╦Ҹ

⣟㙐ⓙ⸀勿䠓⬌嬥捝虇厖厭潃╿⢿
懨懨䢇Ҹ㝴㹊㟑㢮│朚䠋䠓䀺㹘
㝔䫍虇⃗䂎⋘柿䠓⏊䝤Ҹ棁⪸䀺㹘
㷯虇▜㕩㤀䆪虇佯憯䚮䛆Ὶ㹘䠓≂
⫖Ҹ呴嬐䓷›虇戓㢘↚⁉㹰㿾㷯ҷ
㢷ⷚ⫦㏎虇䂎彂㈷䠓㾰⇖梏㷑Ҹ

This resort commands a great view
of the middle slopes of the mountain.
It was established during the Japanese era and still operates today.
The hot spring pool has been named
the “Spring for the male born baby”
and is even known in Japan. If you
would like to soak in the hot spring
alone, there are individual hot spring
tubs and cabin suites to meet your
needs.

五嗘䀺㹘⸀唙㝔䫍虊Hong Ye Hot Spring Hotel

䗭䯦䀺㹘⸀唙虊Ruisui Hot Spring Resort

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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A

㝦泩䠓洽䚫虇⢷㏏㢘㼆洽䜅ᾼ虇㞾䢇䜅䰐⎉䠓儝☂Ҹᾜ履㞾榑亩㜿
洽䠓䚮泩䏖虇㎥㞾䊈䋽▓ゞ㜨䖕虇╲☂抌䢇䜅⎉吁Ҹ剛涼⁴ᾚ㞾㝦
泩㢏⬌▒ҷ劑刹㢏巟ⵛ䠓扷⃜Ҹ⌅ᾼ虇㢘Ӂ柎⾒㑘ӂ虃㝴尭虇㹈劑
Ὶ㊞虄Ὶ䯀䠓䠌䠽㝦泩刘幹㢏⊹虇㹈呀⣖⒊ҷ劑欨☂䚫虇㞾䚮泩䏖
ᾼ䠓㬄♐Ҹ

₅ᱽᛵ╖ᡱ

㵞䜅㤀⒦Ⳳ樷◈弆虇㝦泩ⷀ㎟儳㺓㿇⎿㎟⪥㼆虇憌憟㚬橮淈泩ҷ
泋榼⎏䳘样灠䃽军ℕ䠓㺓㿇ㆶ泩槭Ҹ军㳳㟑虇΅㞾㝦泩㢏䉉刴儝䠓
㟑↨虇㎟攽΅㢒厘愵Ӂ㝦泩Ⳳӂ㻊⑤虇戏屚⪶ⵅ⏜ℕ㊮╦䜅Ⳳ㝦
泩䠓㬄厃儝☂Ҹ

䭚⌻Ⳳ䵏虇㞾㝦泩㢏刴儝洽䚫䠓㟑↨Ҹ⃜㝋㤀扷㼆⹇䠓㎟攽㜿㾾
䂐㾾虇㞾╿䇲㤀扷㼆⹇㢏⪶䂐㾾虇΅㞾㝦泩䠓捜嬐䚱⢿Ҹ

₅ᱽᛵḦ

㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ

Gourmet Billﬁsh Food

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

High in protein and low in calories billfish
has the most unsaturated fat. The EPA
and DHA claim that it has many beneficial effects, such as the lowering of blood
pressure and blood fat, the reduction of
blood-lipids and platelet agglutination, the
prevention of atherosclerosis and even the
reinforcement of brain function. We simply
say it is the most excellent food for your
health.

Excellent Sea Food for Your Health

Giant Black Marlin Sashimi.

蚗䠌䠽㝦泩䚮泩䏖蚗

No matter whether it is prepared as sashimi or cooked in different
dishes, billfish tastes good. The part under the back fin is the tastiest and has the richest fat. Of all the billfish the Giant black marlin
has the finest flesh and makes the highest grade of sashimi.

Fresh and Delicious Billfish

When the southeast wind starts to blow schools of billfish gather
offshore from the Chenggong Township. They chase and eat such
fish as Bonito and dolphins. This is the time the Chenggong Township holds the annual Billfish Festival and everyone is invited to
come and enjoy tasty billfish.

Billfish! When fall turns to winter it becomes high season for billfish
– otherwise known as Marlin. The Singang fishing port, located in
the Chenggong Township, is the biggest fishing port in Eastern Taiwan and the import center for billfish production.

Hometown of Billfish

汧塚䠌幹ҷ⃝劑ҷ⃝䍀捞䠓㝦泩虇⦹䯀㢏⊹叾䠓⇴う㼆洽橮♐Ҹ
ⶳ⌅虇㝦泩䠓劑刹虇⪶⪩䉉ᾜ檌☛劑刹指虇⌅Ὴ嬐姷䏸䉉FQB☛
EIBҸFQB☛EIB⌆㢘柜姏⩢ҷ柜姏劑ҷ柜⃝姏㤎⍬桕虇榟柁⑤劗
䧻⒥ҷ⨭テ勵扷㯮劌ҷテ⒥剿⺅亯劌ʫʫ䳘⃫䚷虇╾⁴崢㈷Ӂ榼
⬌⩾⩾ӂҸ

ᖠᛵ᪠ᬌᦫ╖ᣋ
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The Billfish is a migratory fish that can average 220-280 cm in length and even up to
340 cm. The migration routes extend into
the tropical and subtropical parts of the
Pacific, Atlantic and the Indian Oceans.
The billfish can swim very fast – up to 100
km per hour and they are amongst the
speediest fish in the world.

Something about Billfish

㝦泩ⷻ⪶⤚㺓㿇ㆶ泩槭虇汣朆ᾏ去亓
331蚙391⋻⎕虇㢏⪶╾懣451⋻⎕Ҹ忳彰
懜╙⪹。㺚ҷ⪶嬎㺚ҷ⓿〵㺚Ὶ䍀⿅厖
䍀⿅㼆⥮Ҹ⌆㢘ⶥ㨼䑏䠓㻐佩⤚恏汣╙テ
军㢘䠓ⷍ涼虇㿇憮㬄ㅺ虇╾懣㟑憮211
⋻捛⁴ᾙ虇㞾ᾥ䛛ᾙ㿇ㄦ㢏ㅺ䠓泩Ҹ

₅ᱽጟᒑᡡ

Riding the Wind and Breaking Waves to Spear Billfish
When the southeast wind blows hard the waves off Chenggong Township often rise to 7-9 level. Billfish swim along the
just below the surface and have great fights with the fishermen in the troubled water. The spearing of billfish can be
traced back to the Japanese era. Fishermen hold the spears
poised in their hands and search for billfish with sharp eyes.
The accuracy and strength of throw is a vital skill. It takes
years to accumulate the experience. This is typical of the
fishing culture of the Township.

Ӂ敱㝦泩ӂ㞾㝴㙩㟑ⷀ㢘䠓䂐䔄㝈ゞҸ㏚㒐ᾘ
╘䂐敱䠓敱㏚虇䱨⢷敱泩又䠓Ӂ榼㥅ӂᾙ虇ㅔ榗
⌆∨榑ㄦ⃞樷㻹䠓劌冟虇⁴╙⢷㷹㺚㖫㝦泩䠓
⬌䣋Ҹ军敱ⶓ䠓乍䀥〵☛懢虇΅㞾㖞㻹伢毦
䠓≂㐎厖亾䯜虇⢷㎟攽䠓䂐㫼㜖⒥䜅ᾼ虇⌆㢘
䢇䜅䠓姷ㆶ⢿⃜Ҹ

㵞䜅㤀⒦Ⳳ樷⨭テ㟑虇㎟⪥㼆伢⿇㔏弆8厂:亩
⪶㻹虇䰎㨼⢷䃽㻐Ὶ朢䠓㝦泩ㄏㄏ㻽⎉㷃棱虇厖
䂐㶠ⷤ朚ᾏ⧃㉰㼆ᾼ䠓㖞沴Ҹ

ᣎᣉ᧫ᦥ!⚀₅ᱽ

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

A Map to Gourmet Food
in Chenggong Township

㎟攽㝦泩儝橮⢿⢥

Ⅶ䯀處Ӂ䧃桷∧ӂ虇䚱㢮處4蚙6㢗虇汣⤚㢏虇㝞儳㢏⪩虇㓤䔁捞㢏⪩Ҹ Peak
production: April to June. The smallest billﬁsh, but it has the largest schools and is the biggest
catch.

吼囘㝦泩

Sword fish,
Broad bill

䴼㝦泩

market when made into steaks. It has a good ﬂavor when made into ﬁsh-balls or canned.

刘幹悒沕㛲虇⃕⇩㎟泩㔡㾀䔁儝⢚⾑⧃㳰慝Ҹ⇩㎟㝦泩ῇ虇㎥⽴㎟僟榼虇΅㢘ᾜ
撾䠓樷☂ҸThe texture of the meat tends to be loose. It is quite popular on the American
65

he quality and texture of the meat is second only to the Giant black marlin.

Sail fish

Ⅶ䯀處Ӂ五刘ӂ虇刘幹ҷ╲㊮≔㲰㝋䠌䠽㝦泩Ҹ
Streoed marli

Peak production: January to May, the main ﬁsh sold on Taiwan market.

䚱㢮處1蚙5㢗虇╿䇲⋶摆⾑⧃䠓Ὴ嬐泩䮽Ҹ

Ⅶ䯀處Ӂ䠌刘ӂ虇䚱㢮處9蚙2㢗虇10ҷ11㢗㢏⪩虇㞾㎟攽㢏捜嬐䠓泩䮽Ҹ
Peak production: September to February, October and November are the high season. This is
the most important ﬁsh for the Chenggong township.

五刘㝦泩

灠䠽㝦泩Black
marlin,Blue marlin

Giant black marlin

䠌䠽㝦泩

㎟攽㝦泩䚱㢮ҷ䮽槭ᾏ孌姷 !! A List of Billfish in Chenggong Township

Hualien Bus, or a Sea Line Diing Dong
Bus, and get off at the Chenggong
stop.
呀噽ⴱ懚虊Hualien Bus company虇
TEL處虃03虄833-8146蚙8
炝㤀ⴱ懚虊Diing Dong Bus虃089虄
325-106虇http://diingdong.myweb.hinet.
net/

2.㖼ῧ呀噽ⴱ懚㎥炝㤀ⴱ懚㼆佩
䕼 恙 虇 ⢷ ㎟  䱨 ᾚ 恙 Ҹ 虊 Ta k e a

Formosa National Highway No.11 and
follow the signs to get here.

1 . 卹 姛 朚 恙 虇 㹎 ╿ 11 佩 ㄹ 㒖 㮨 ⏜
ㄏ虇│╾㑄懣Ҹ虊 Drive along the

How to get thereǻ

㆝灋╊虚

㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ
Chenggong
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Where to Find Billﬁsh Dishes ?

₅ᱽᮿᒺᰤᅟ

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

A

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽㜿䚮彾93-1埮虊No.93-1,Xinsheng Rd,Chenggong
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄850-039

▗啫虃10⁉₌虇9啫1㿾虄NT$處2500弆 虊 Price for a meal: A group meal for 10
persons - 9 dishes and 1 soup - starts at NT$ 2500

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

C

D蚗㝦泩ῇ蚗Cjmmgjti!nfbu!cbmm/One of the special
products of Chenggong township.
E蚗㽋㑛㝦泩匇蚗Dpme! Cjmmgjti! Jouftujoft! xjui!
Tbvdf虊OU%處411蚗㝦泩匇㷕䍨ㄛ㑛⁴挻㷐ҷ圠企☛嚴
呀虇䏌劕军ᾜ勴Ҹ

B蚗ᾘ㣾㝦泩利蚗Cjmmgjti! Bcepnfo! xjui! Uisff! Dvq!
Tfbtpojoht虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm! qsjdf蚗榑亩㝦泩匈刘⁴灊
㹈ҷ挻㹈ҷ丂拡䋷虇⁴Ῥⷳ⧣ҷ圠企⋴☂虇│ℎ㛍㽋
―΅ᾜ㢒㢘勴☂虇⇋ㄦ崩幭ҸFried billfish abdomen
with sesame oil, soy bean sauce and rice wine.
C蚗㷃䋽懝⸀壵蚗Cpjmfe! Tisjnq虊OU%處411蚗䚮㻊⢷捝
䀹婰䠓懝⸀壵虇䚷㷃䋽䌮ⷀ壵☂ⓐ彂虇䅒┩䠓䁚☂虇棭
ᾏ去㹿⢚壵╾㵣㙻Ҹ

B

A

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ᾼ啾彾193埮
No.193,Zhonghua Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄851-671 http://hipage.hinet.net/sinfa

67

▗啫NT$處1500ҷNT$處2500弆虃嬥⁉㜇军虄虊Price for a meal: A group meal starts at NT$ 1500 or
NT$ 2500, depending on the number of guests.

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

D

Preparations start at dawn and the
host opens the restaurant at 9:00
am. This is probably the earliest
a seafood store owner gets up in
Chenggong Township. Mrs. Song’s
seafood booth on the market was famous for over 30 years. After moving
to the current location the same solid
taste continues to win their customers’ favor.

㾔㟷ⷀ朚⭚䀥∨虇:灭朚朏䍮㫼虇⪶
㬑㞾㎟攽㢏㝸弆䠓㼆洽〦Ҹ41」
〃⏜虇ⴚⱌⱌ⢷⾑⧃䠓㼆洽㚳⃜ⷀ
㢘▜㶲Ҹ戆⎿䖍㢘〦棱Ὶㄛ虇厖
槶ⴱ㖞㊮㉔䠓。儝☂ℬ䋅ᾜ崙虇
╲䨠㻐≂䚩ひ虇◇イᾜⶠ懯懢军ℕ
䠓ⴱ⁉Ҹ

Information

D

C

B

㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ
Chenggong

㜿䠋㼆䚱〦)ⴚⱌⱌ*虊Sinfa Seafood Refreshment House

E蚗㨔㷐㝦泩┆蚗Cjmmgjti! Spmm! xjui! Qmvn! Tbvdf虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm! qsjdf蚗洽䚫
䠓㨔ⳟ挻㷐虇佸☛―䚮洽嚴㵄䠓姬㙙虇崢㝦泩┆⢷╲ᾼⷤ䖍⎉⚾儝䠓屎ㆶҸ

B蚗⬅㹈㝦泩蚗Dsfbn!Cjmmgjti虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm!qsjdf蚗䢚≞㹱城灄⒔䠓㝦泩虇
⢷䅒㿾䠓⒔⢜ᾚ虇䂣倈⎉╵槭军ᾜⅦ䠓╲㊮ҸCrispy fried billﬁsh dipped in rich
creamy soup.
C蚗㝦泩桨捜⫞蚗Cjmmgjti! Evfu虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm! qsjdf蚗⎕⎴⁴䈼䉳ҷ拴䉇㜨䖕
䠓㝦泩匈刘虇㖼拜⫍ⷳ婰䠓䚮啫橮䚷虇峫⎉令⬨䠓⌀溃㢁ҸGrilled, crispy billﬁsh
belly meat.
D蚗㝦泩䈡橾蚗Gsjfe! Sjdf! xjui! Cjmmgjti虊OU%處231虃2⁉₌虄蚗䜇梅ҷ㔡ᾜ―
䡳䠓汧亩䚮泩䏖䨝ᾐ虇☛⌿攽懝䠓栣⪫橾虇䅏䡹⎉。⍰ᾼ䠓ᾜ⍰儝☂Ҹ

This restaurant looks pretty ordinary
but provides delicious and creative
dishes. The chef has many years of
experience and strives to achieve
the best. He has developed some
new and innovative dishes worth
tasting in person.

⪥孏榦䉉。⍰䠓〦棱虇┊䱾⎉嬥
孉ҷ☂孉⌋⌆䠓␄㊞㜨䖕Ҹ≂㐎―
䏅⦆悸ど⾺䠓伢⌇㏚坬虇亾䯜―⪩
〃Ὴど伢毦厖⊹叾╲䨠Ὶㄛ虇㷑㜿
㷑崙䠓ㅒㆬ憟䃇喛呌虇䦣䠋⎉寀⪩
㜿啫ゞ虇⇋ㄦ⏜ℕᾏ㔱䰅䱮ҷ⪶卌
⠟洽Ҹ

儳呂㮢㼆䚱㣠虊Cyunfanglou Seafood Restaurant

The rich and fertile ocean presents the freshest and most delicious food of
the season when the billﬁsh arrive at Chenggong Township. This is a gourmet
food that you should not miss.

巟櫡䠓⪶㼆虇䔊ᾙ䜅Ⳳ㢏䚧洽䠓䁚☂Ҹℕ⎿檟もҷ▒〦㤦䱚䠓㎟
攽虇桀怺⢷⾑․姦懢ᾼ䠓䕜洽儝☂虇令ᾜⵈ撾懝Ƕ

Ǹ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
ǸǸ
Ǹ
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ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ᾼ⸀㤀彾85埮
No.85,Zhongshan E Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄851-638

▗啫NT$處1000蚙NT$處3000虃嬥⁉㜇军虄虊Price for a meal: A group meal
starts between NT$ 1000 and NT$ 3000, depending on the number of guests.

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

F蚗⠟懝㼆☂虇㊂▒⢮桭刘΅ᾜ㎟⛞槛虇䔘丂桭ҷ㛍⸀桭抌㞾冐杕卹ⵅ⁉檙䠓Ҹ
Organic Chicken raised by family of the owner.

E蚗ᾘ㣾㝦泩䠽蚗Cjmmgjti!Tljo!xjui!Uisff!Dvqt!pg!Tfbtpojoh虊OU%處311蚗㝦
泩䠽䈡䍀劺㹈ㄛ虇⁴灊㹈ҷ挻㹈ҷ丂拡䋷虇䀺䃳军䁚婫Ҹ

D蚗䎕䈡㝦泩匇蚗Gsjfe! Cjmmgjti! Jouftujoft虊OU%處311蚙 361蚗㝦泩匇厖Ῥⷳ
⧣ҷ愲㪡ҷ圠企▛䈡虇劕军ᾜ勴虇⇋ㄦᾏ⠟Ҹ

C蚗乥挚㝦泩ⳟ蚗Txffu!boe!Tpvs!Cjmmgjti!Fhht虊OU%處311蚙361

Information

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽⋘ㄸ彾26-1埮
No.26-1,Guangfu Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處0919-128-305ҷ0910-408-106

D

E
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㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ
Chenggong

B蚗㾔噇五✘蚗Tufbnfe!Tupofgjti虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm!qsjdf蚗㼆棱ᾚ811丂㾀䠓Ӂ五
✘ӂ虇⎉㼆㏜捲ㄦ⎿Ҹⵛ►匯┮塚䠌䠓亿侊泩刘虇㢏懸▗㾔噇Ҹ

C

▗啫NT$處1500蚙NT$處2000弆虃嬥⁉㜇军虄虊Price for meal處A group meal
starts between NT$ 1500 and NT$ 2000, depending on the number of guests.

B

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

B蚗㱒ⳟ婰虇抌㞾㢏儝☂䠓⪶㼆㟑洽虊Uif!gsfti!tfbgppe!jo!uif!gsff{fs!jt!
wfsz! gsfti/! ! C蚗嘫噘㝦泩榼蚗Hsjmmfe! Cjmmgjti! Ifbe虊OU%處411蚙611蚗䉧
ㄦ⪥拴⋶恮䠓泩榼虇⫍坞嗦巟┩ҷ䁠䃳䠓匯⋒塚䠌虇㖼拜䓷朏嘫噘挻虇刴军ᾜ
匸Ҹ!!D蚗䚮䈡㝦泩勍蚗Tujs.gsjfe!Cjmmgjti!Tqmffo虊OU%處311蚗䓷ⵅ常干䠓
啫檩虇䏌劕䠓╲㊮䢇䜅䐈⎴Ҹ

C

A

B

This is the classic restaurant of
Chenggong township and is run by a
second generation of owners. They
provide seafood from their own catch
and this is a guarantee of freshness.

A

呴ㄭ51〃⏜冐榼ⵅ朚⭚ㄭ‚㼆䚱
㫼䠓㟑朢䴦弆虇憨ⵅ〦΅䴦㎟攽
䠓冐⳦埮―Ҹ俀ℎ䲻‛㔴㏚虇㛈
⁴ⱂ⯵▜⳦䉉〦▜虇冐槶ⴱℬ䋅㒐
倛Ҹ柳―≂㐎䠓⬌☂懢Ὶ⪥虇ℕ卹
又ⵅ䲻ᾏ㏚䠓䂐帷虇Ⅼ峘㜿洽Ҹ

㙐㢘卹ⵅ泩又虇䏇䏇㓤泩虇⭊⋡㔛
どҸ⍛㟷ᾏ灭⎉㼆虇ᾚⓗᾏ灭懁
㾾Ҹ51〃䠓㓤泩伢毦虇ᾜ⃕K㍘䜅
㝴⪶㼆㟑洽虇ᾜ▛䠓Ⳳ䵏虇戓㢘㹂
巩ҷ㷃㵜䳘ᾜ▛䕜洽㼆☂Ҹ⊈㧋。
虇橮㣟㜿洽虇䱚ᾚ令ℂ╲䨠Ҹ

The restaurant host owns his own
fishing boat and fishes while the
hostess and children provide meals
for their guests. The owner goes out
at 1:00 am and returns port at 1:00
pm. This restaurant provides the
freshest seafood at the most reasonable price of the day.

儝䕁㼆洽虊Mei Ling Seafood Restaurant

䡪呂㼆洽▒虊Shengfang Seafood Refreshment House

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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B

C蚗洽䈡㢋㹱蚗Tbvuffe! Nbocp! Gjti虊OU%處491蚗
䦂桷∧ҷ抌㴆⪥㼆䠓㢋㹱泩虇亿淦虇刘幹洽ⱸҸ

B蚗㯨㷐泩㦂蚗Gsjfe! Cjmmgjti! xjui! psbohf!
tbvdf虊OU%處461蚗㾔䏌䠓㯨㷐虇䚫军ᾜ匸虇媈⃞
⪥拴⋶恮䠓泩㦂虇䓅⬑⪞⪸䠓䁚☂⢷╲ᾼ捚㛍Ҹ

A

The owner of this restaurant used
to work in famous restaurants in
Taipei and Taitung. He has a frank
and straightforward character and
his cooking has satisfied many fussy
appetites. After he settled down in
Chenggong Township, knowledge of
his unique cuisine was soon circulating amongst the gourmands.

ᾜ䥾㥣⇩⃫䠓䔖䢮虇⇩弆㜨䖕΅㞾
䢮⪺Ҹ㝸㢮⢷⒦扷䥴▜檟も虇䂎
彂懝ᾜⶠ懣ⴧ槾幃㒠⏣䠓⟃Ҹ㢍
伢虇΅⢷╿㤀⾑崢槶ⴱ䠓匂㳴彮嗦
ど坬懙廿Ҹℕ⎿㎟攽Ὶㄛ虇㊮孉
㢘╜䘭㴇䢮虇⃕⢷櫤ⴱ朢㻐≂䠓
儝☂┊䊰㹤㔸檍Ҹ

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽㶠䚮彾123埮虊No.123,
Minsheng Rd,Chenggong Township, Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄850-539

▗啫OU%處2611ҷOU%處3111弆虃嬥⁉㜇军虄虊Qsjdf!
gps! nfbm;! b! hspvq! nfbm! tubsut! bu! OU%! 2611! ps!
OU%!3111-!efqfoejoh!po!uif!ovncfs!pg!hvftut/

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

蚗㝦泩㼆卌乤蚗Qveejoh!!
xjui! Cjmmgjti! boe!
Tfb! Dvdvncfs虊OU%處
3 1 1 虃 6 ⁉ ₌ 虊 g p s ! 6!
qfstpot虄蚗㵣巕募戓亿
侊䁠ⱸ虇⋴╲│⒥虇㞾
䢇䜅汧㵄䠓⽴⪺啫Ҹ

ⴞ㺴㼆䚱檟も虊Hongjin Seafood Restaurant

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ᾼ⸀彾19埮虊No.19,Zhongshan Rd,Chenggong
Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄851-226

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄NT$處1800弆虊Price for meal:
A group meal for 10 persons starts at NT$
1800.

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

This restaurant has an owner with
25 years of experience. Although our
environment is changing the good
taste has been passed down and is
still preserved.

⃜㝋㎟攽㝸㢮㢏䍀沶⢿㵄虇䍮㫼
厂⁙弔懝36〃虇棱ⷀ㞾㞣㝴梊
柱Ҹ俀ℎ䘿⨒崙戆虇≂㐎䠓儝☂┊
ᾜ㛈崙Ҹ▛㟑΅㞾㎟㢘▜䠓愵㧛
䔚虇㙐㢘泩常⦆䋶虇✙泩ҷ干泩
DTBF虇ツ儔211㧛䴄⾼΅ᾜ㎟⛞槛Ҹ

ᾏ㮑㼆洽橾〦虊Yi Le Seafood Restaurant

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

F
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F蚗⓰⾒⦉岍ҷ㒎旄蚗Cjmmgjti! Dpggff虊OU%處
91蚗䖍䋽䠓☥⛰虇㖼拜㝦泩䚮泩䏖橮䚷虇㝱㜿⫖╗
儝⬨ҸCoffee brewed on site, matched with
billﬁsh sashimi, wonderful and novel taste.
G蚗汧亩䚮泩䏖⍆⍜ⴔ拜⎿〫虇⢷ⵅ΅╾♐⠟榑亩䠓
䕜洽儝☂虊Sashimi for Home Delivery.

D蚗┮☂䇺據蚗Cjmmgjti! Ipu! Qpu虊OU%處911)M*ҷ
611)T*蚗㝦泩匈刘ҷ㢋㹱泩ҷ泋榼⎏虇㖼拜卹
䋅洽䚫䠓㿾〤虇崢乍侊儝☂䊰㏏懐ヱҸBillfish
abdomen, Manbo ﬁsh and dolphin, matched
with natural and fresh soup base.
E蚗㢋㹱焜匇蚗Nbocp! Gjti虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm! qsjdf蚗
ℕ卹㢋㹱泩䠓匈ᾼ儝☂虇洽劕╾╲Ҹ

C蚗䋝㝦泩匈蚗Gsjfe! Cjmmgjti! bcepnfo! nfbu虊
㟑⊈Tfbtpobm! qsjdf蚗⁴冒毦洽〵䠓䋝㏚㹤虇ⷤ
䖍㝦泩匈刘䠓亣么┮☂Ҹ

B蚗㝦泩㬄♐䚮泩䏖蚗Cjmmgjti! Tbtijnj虊OU%處
561蚗╥卹䠌刘㝦泩㢏乍啾扷⃜虇㹈呀亿侊ҷ恮ᾼ⿅
R虇儝☂ᾜ惇灠洹泩Ҹ

E

The owner has been exporting billfish to Japan for almost 40 years.
With vacuum packing and rapid
freezing at -50°C the freshness,
color and texture of billfish are retained. A cozy eating space provides
you with sales and a courteous meal
service.

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ᾼ⸀彾42埮
No.42,Zhongshan Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄854-899 FAX處虃089虄850-685 http://www.makaira.com.tw

Information

C D

A B

ㄭ‚䂐㫼╙㝦泩⪥摆㝴㢻慠51〃伢
毦Ҹ⡃戇䠓泩帷虇⢷䢮䰉╙梅ᾚ61±
Dㆴ憮⍆⍜䠓䑏㋚ᾚ虇Ⅼ䛨―洽〵ҷ
┮吁厖╲㊮Ҹ㗸䠊䠓媖▗ゞ䰉朢虇
㕟Kⷤ⚽厖檟檁㢜⑨虇乍侊䠓儝☂
厖汧幹㊮䠓›╦⁉⓿巰㾀⏊Ҹ

ℂ䆀㎟㝦泩ȥ㝦泩☥⛰虊
Jiabin Chenggong BillﬁshȥMakaira Cafe

㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ
Chenggong
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There is a spacious parking lot and
credit cards are accepted. Fresh
supplies are brought in every day
directly from the fishermen. A seasoned cook provides popular very
tasty dishes.

☂呂檔厥虊Wei Fung Bakery
ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ᾼ啾彾133埮虊No.133,
Zhonghua Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄851-838

A Biscuit that is made of billfish. Bean paste stuffing is
added to billfish to make a fresh texture.虊NT$處25

㝦泩媌㎟䠓乤檔虇⎉卹廿懝ⓙᾥ亏䠓冐〦虇㾔䚫䠓巕
㸨檰虇⡯䉉㝦泩䠓⋴虇╲㊮㢃㾔䏌虇⦹䯀ᾏ令Ҹ

染⿅ᾏ㕟虊㝦泩檔 Billﬁsh Biscuit

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽⪶▛彾65-8埮
No.65-8,Datong Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County TEL處虃089虄854-399

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄NT$處1800弆虊Price for meals: A group meal for 10 persons starts
at NT$ 1800

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

蚗灊㹈浨泩蚗Tufxfe! Dpohfs! qjlf! tfbtpofe! 蚗㽋㑛㢋㹱蚗Dpme! Nbocp! Gjti! esfttfe! xjui!
xjui! tftbnf! pjm虊OU%處471蚗Ⅶ䯀Ӂ撱淊ӂ䠓 tbvd虊OU%處391蚗洽ⱸҷ䁠䀫䠓匯幹⢷╲ᾼプ
浨泩虇ⵛ►匯┮塚䠌虇㖼拜䜅㴇ҷ㥇㣭ҷ⁉嚧 徂虇⌿㽋╗䏌╲Ҹ
⁴灊㹈屎䖕虇䁚婫╗檙槞Ҹ

⃜㝋╿22佩䢐懢㝐虇染宼⪶⤚⇫
恙⧃虇㔴╦ⅰ䚷⓰ҷ⢚㶠㝔懙⓰㼗
幊Ҹ橮㣟ῒ䜅⪸嬹卹■䂐㶠㔰庋虇
㜿洽〵⪯Ҹ军伢毦冐⎿䠓ど⾺虇乍
ㅒ屎䖕䠓ℂ檩虇΅榦╦㳰慝Ҹ

⌯洽㼆䚱檟も虊Guanxian Seafood Restaurant

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛

ʰ 㝦泩㜨䖕屚⋗梊㻌榟亓虊
Please call for reservations for billﬁsh dishes.
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D 蚗 㝴 ゞ 䔓 丂 㝦 泩 㿾 㹰 橾 ⫦ 檟 蚗 K b q b o f t f ! T u z m f!
Voqpmjtife! Sjdf! xjui! Cjmmgjti! Tpvq虊OU%處391虃►處
㷃㤫ҷ䚫灭虄蚗⁴㝦泩汧㿾屎☛䔘䀹欨丂媌⃫䠓乨丂哅虇
イ⎉㝦泩匈刘䠓㥣䃳虇♐⠟⎉⪶㼆䠓┮⭚樷☂Ҹ

C蚗楢ゞ㝦泩‣姛䦂據橾⫦檟蚗Lpsfbo! Cjmmgjti! xjui!
Sjdf!jo!b!Tupof!Qpu虊OU%處411虃►處㷃㤫ҷ䚫灭虄蚗ⵛ
►匯幹䠓㝦泩䠽虇懖ᾙ╊勴孲匸䠓楢⢚㹰啫虇念⎉毩⫖䠓
洽䁚☂Ҹ

B蚗㝦泩指䠌啫䇺據⫦檟蚗Cjmmgjti.Tpvs! Dbccbhf! Ipu!
Qpu虊OU%處561虃►處㷃㤫ҷ䚫灭0! Xjui! Gsvju! boe!
Efttfsu虄蚗㝦泩氷ҷ洽嚻㤫䌻䋽䠓㿾㷐ҷ⿅䠓指䠌啫虇
䚷ℕ悤㼽刴儝䠓㝦泩匈刘虇䊈䋽㜿洽泩䃎媌⃫䠓㏚⽴泩
ῇ虇樷☂㾔㜿虇⁉⓿巰㾀⏊Ҹ

C

The chef uses local supplies to make
e x o t i c d i s h e s . Va r i o u s s e l e c t i o n s
make you feel like you are traveling
around the world. If you would like
accommodation service, they also
offer guest rooms at a friendly price,
like a warm and lovely home where
you can stay.

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽⋻㶠彾2-15埮
No.2-15,Gongmin Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄850-599 http://pihai.myweb.hinet.net

Information

B

A

㏃嗦㑪䏛䏪⿌䠓Vodmf虇㞾㢍⢷䅂
㻁ㄔ懝䠓Ӂ䅂ⴱӂҸ㔰䚷⢷⢿橮㣟
媌⃫䠓䛿⢚㜨䖕㞾ᾏ⪶䐈吁虇⪩⋒
䠓啫ゞ⬌㵣◷懙⎦⢚虇┊╗ᾜ⫀䜅
⢿䐈䚱䠓㢻幹Ҹ呴㊂歟彂⇫䛨虇憨
婰戓㢘。⊈䠓㶠ⵎ虇崢㈷㊮╦⎿ⵅ
䠓䀺欷Ҹ

䅂ⴱ媖▗ゞ檟檷虊Aoke Restaurant

㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ
Chenggong
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B

D

C

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽☛。彾34-9埮
No.34-9,Heping Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄841-551

▗啫NT$處1500蚙NT$處2500虃嬥⁉㜇军虄虊Price for meal: A group meal starts between NT$ 1500
and NT$ 2500, depending on the number of guests.

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

Information

E蚗㯨欨㔡氷蚗Qpsl!Tqbsfsjct!xjui!psbohf!tbvdf虊OU%處361蚗梁㼆
䠓㑪䏛啫Ҹ㎟䐈㢘䠓卜㯨墫㷐䍡ㄛ虇媈⃞刘┩⪩㷐䠓巻㔡虇尯
㊞╗⪶㝈Ҹ

D蚗㾔噇㝦泩利蚗Tufbnfe! Cjmmgjti! bcepnfo! nfbu虊OU%處361蚗㾔噇
䠓㝦泩匈刘⁉ᾜ╾ㆬ峿虇呴棭榑亩㜿洽虇⪶㬑΅⋴ᾜ―噇據Ҹ嚼溂
㨷ҷ㯈ⳟ㑛圠企⋴☂虇΅⨭㾊ᾜⶠ洽儝虇㊮孉䢇䜅―ᾜ弆Ҹ

C蚗㝦泩呀㤬ῇ蚗Gsjfe! Njy! Cjmmgjti! Dvuumfgjti! Nfbucbmm虊OU%;!
361蚗䊰㾊䠓卹䋅樷☂虇洽〵⪯㏜㢘䠓プㆶ虇崢㝦泩ҷ呀㤬䠓亣么儝
☂⢷╲ᾼ徂怜虇⁉⑤ⵈҸ

B蚗嘫哇捝焜壵蚗Tufbnfe!Xjme!Mpctufs虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm!qsjdf蚗捝䚮
䠓焜壵虇刘幹余虇洽䚫⿅虇㥣☛䠓嘫欨⽶⬨ᾜ㗅☂虇拜五拡⦹䯀
ᾏ令Ҹ

A

D

E

B C

ADD處╿㤀侲㎟攽ⅰ儸捛巟䚿彾27-5埮
No.27-5,Fengtian Rd,Chenggong Township,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄841-639 FAX處虃089虄841-638 http://www.lodge.com.tw

䚫墫2⁉㏎虊Sweet Suite for 2 persons處NT$處4600虖
䀺欷4⁉㏎虊Warm and Lovely Suite for 4 persons處NT$處6000

breakfast, afternoon tea and bicycle riding is free for guests

橮ⵎ⊈㧋虊Price虃⃞ⵎ染憐㝸檟ҷᾚⓗ哅╙ℎ䚷✽恙虄

Information
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㝦泩儝橮櫦ⵃ
Chenggong

F蚗㼆㺚樷☂檟蚗Tbwpsz! Pdfbo! Dpncp虊㵞⁉OU%處511! qfs! qfstpo蚗巟䡪ҷ⪶⟷䠓⫦檟虇╥
㣟卹䜅⢿㢏㜿洽䠓橮㣟Ҹℕ⎿憨⋡虇ⷀ㐙剒″仵ど⾺▶蘼Ⅼ峘ᾜ崢㈷⫀㢪Ҹ

E蚗㊂崢䠽匩㥣ⱸ⋘䁠虇ⷀℕ㹰㹰㼆㷃TQB虊Sea water Spa.

B蚗㢘⬑僽怺⹖捛⺅䠓Wjmmb樷㉔虊The atmosphere makes you
feel like you are in Bali/
CҷD蚗㾰⇖㢷ⷚ⋶虇㛭厡懸䠓䰉朢虊Uhe vacation cabins are cozy.

The coconuts, the lush
green surroundings and the
s e a w a t e r S PA p r o v i d e a
Bali like atmosphere. There
are exquisite vacation cabins and it is a comfortable
place that revels in a leis u r e l y f e e l . Yo u m a y a l s o
enjoy open-air coffee and
a delicious savory ocean
combo.

A

䨶㼆坜⪸ᾚ虇㪿ⳟ㯈ҷ伯
⢿ҷ㼆㷃TQB虇㻐棁⹖捛⺅
樷㉔Ҹ⬑㳳㉔⨒虇ᾜ⬷崢㟑
朢抌㠺⇫Ҹ䚷㾰⇖㢷ⷚ虇刌
䅳孏㞮虖殝ῧ✽恙虇›╦㾔
㽋㼆樷虖䚷棁⪸☥⛰ҷ㼆㺚
樷☂⫦檟虇䢮㊮╦㈯朡儝
☂Ҹ㠱ㅺ⁉䚮虇ㄭ㳳䖍Ҹ

䢮㣟㜨ҷ⊈㧋。Ҹ冐杕㢘卹⾀
䠓䂐又虇卹⾀⎉㼆㓤泩虇㼆䚱令
㜿洽Ҹ⁉䯀Ӂ柎吻⭙ӂ䠓冐杕⮧虇
䲠ⵈ䏌㢦虇㚉⎉䠓啫吁虇ᾜ履╲
☂ҷ₌捞抌㞾尯㊞䂎䂎Ҹ

Genuine fresh seafood at a reasonable price. The host owns a fishing
boat and provides absolutely fresh
sea food himself. The dishes offered,
no matter the type or quantity, always satisfy the customers.

䬞㮮五㰫㢷ⷚ〵⇖㣠虊The Fujang Resort

梁㼆檟も虊Yunhai Seafood Restaurant

呀㤀䀺㹘儝橮櫛
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C

F蚗欨挖㪿⬅蚗Dpdpovu!Njml虊OU%處241蚗欨䅒䠓㪿⬅虇㼆洽䠓令⬨㖼拜虇㞾
ᾜ╾戉䂞䠓㑪䏛檁㜨Ҹ

E蚗㝦泩檣蚗Gsjfe! Cjmmgjti! Gmblft虊㵞僟OU%處286蚗✽亣䠓屎☂虇ᾜᾜ
䍴虇榕╲⬌ᾚ橾Ҹ

D蚗㻹呀妈蚗Gsjfe!Ijqqb!Dsbc虊OU%處376)T*ҷOU%處771)M*蚗╿㤀䐈㢘䠓㼆
☂虇䉇ㄦ拴劕虇憲㵋▒㢏⪯☂Ҹ

C蚗ᾘ㣾㝦泩蚗Cjmmgjti! xjui! Uisff! Dvqt! pg! Tfbtpojoh虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm!
qsjdf蚗ⶠ㹈ҷⶠ乥瀌虇ᾜ懽噚┮☂虇㊮孉ㄦ⎿㝦泩䠓㜿洽Ҹ

╿㤀⾑㢃䚮彾321埮
No.321,Gengsheng Rd,Taitung City
╿㤀⾑ᾼ⸀彾136埮
No.136,Zhongshan Rd,Taitung City

ᾏⵅ檟も
Yijia Restaurant
⪸⪸ℕ檟も
Tientienlai Restaurant

D
E

ADD處╿㤀⾑ⵛ⸰捛▘㤦彾‛㵄669埮虃╿11佩160k虄
No.669,Jilin Rd,Fugang Village,Taitung City,Taitung County
TEL處虃089虄281-062ҷ281-769 FAX處虃089虄281-207
http://www.mei-o.com.tw

╿㤀侲⪹灊捛折䂐⧃彾141埮 / No.
141,Yuchang Rd,Sanhe Village, Taimali 虃 089 虄 510-448
Township,Taitung City
╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折➘巟㣠䯊嗘彾7-8埮
No.7-8,Daoye Rd,Jiafeng Village, Beinan 虃 089 虄 570-707
Township,Taitung City
╿㤀侲ⓠⓦ折㞝㣠寵毦⧃8埮
N o . 8 , M i n f e n g V i l l a g e , B e i n a n 虃 089 虄 570-011
Township,Taitung City
╿㤀侲⪹灊捛折䂐⧃彾133埮
No.133,Yuchang Rd,
Taimali Township,Taitung City

䠌㸨䇲㼆⹇₠朡Ὴ槛檟も
Baishawan Coast
Restaurant
䌙㾰⇖㣠
Master Bear Resortt
╿㤀┮䚮㍘䚷㪜䏸⢡
Yuan Sen Applied
Botanical Garden
ㄛ⸀≂⫖儝橮檷
Houshanchuanci
Restaurant

虃 089 虄 512-781

╿㤀⾑ᾼ㳲彾287埮虊No.287,虃
089 虄 332-151
Zhongzheng Rd,Taitung City
╿㤀⾑ⵛ⸰姦270埮
No.270, Fugang St,Taitung City
虃 089 虄 280-438

╿㤀⾑⡪似彾ᾘ㵄67埮虊No.67,Sec
虃 089 虄 341-778
3,Siwei Rd,Taitung City

虃 089 虄 232-888

虃 089 虄 310-651

虃 089 虄 329-696

虃 089 虄 233-636

虃 089 虄 239-666

⪶恙悹檟も
Dachelun Restaurant
ⵛ⸰䂐㾾㼆洽檟も
Fugang Fishing Harbor
Seafood Restaurant

折ど檟も
Siangchu Restaurant

╿㤀⾑ᾼ厗彾ᾏ㵄216埮
No.216,Zhongxing Rd,Taitung City

╿㤀⾑㢃䚮彾638埮
No.638,Gengsheng Rd,Taitung City

⪸捝㝴㢻㜨䖕
Tienye Japanese
Restaurant

㼆棇䔚檟も
Haibawang Restaurant

╿㤀⾑憲厹彾66埮
No.66,Lienhang Rd,Taitung City

▗啫虃10⁉₌虄NT$處2200弆虊Price for meals: A group meal for 10 persons starts at NT$ 2200

檟檁⊈㧋虊Price for meal

land, Jhihben, Antong and Reuisuei,
as well as Billfish restaurants in the
C h e n g g o n g To w n s h i p , t h e r e a r e
many other restaurants offering delicious billfish dishes that are passed
by in Taitung city and suburban areas on any journey through these
parts.
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Although this book focuses on four
main Hot Spring Areas: Green Is -

桥䋅㢻㢇⁴伯⺅ҷ䥴㢻ҷⴘ憩ҷ䗭
䯦5⪶䀺㹘Ⓩ虇⁴╙㎟攽㝦泩檟も
䉉Ὴ嬐⧀䵓⢜虇⃕⢷䀺㹘儝橮懙
䮚䠓ㅔ伢Ὶ⢿ʟ╿㤀⾑Ⓩ╙慠扙虇
΅㢘ᾜⶠ檟も╾⁴▒⎿儝☂䠓㝦泩
㜨䖕虇΅⇋ㄦ㔷圵ᾏ䛹蘼

ᡱᗾᬧᲸ
Gourmet Food Information

⮫彾ポ⪶拡〦
Naruwan Hotel & Resort

This restaurant is near the Fugang
F i s h i n g h a r b o r. T h e i r s p e c i a l t y i s
local wild seafood. The cuisine is
excellent and very fresh and has the
approval of many customers. The
neat and tidy dining environment and
kindly service are impressive.

B蚗㝦泩匈刘蚗Gsjfe! Cjmmgjti! bcepnfo! nfbu虊㟑⊈Tfbtpobm! qsjdf蚗䋝ㄦ
ㄽ灒䠓匈刘虇崢樷☂䡰⎉虇拜╿ゞ㹰啫虇⦹䯀ᾏ令Ҹ

Information

A

抿慠ⵛ⸰䂐㾾虇亾䯜31⪩〃檟檁
伢毦Ҹ⁴䜅⢿捝䚮㼆䚱䉉䐈吁虇╲
☂ҷ洽〵ↀℂ虇ひ╦刾Ҹ䰦㞝⍯
㽷䠓䚷檟䘿⨒虇嬹⎖䠓ㄔⴱῚ懢╙
憌㷑♐幹䠓㛻㫼乍䫭虇◇イᾜⶠ懯
懢军ℕ䠓槶ⴱ虇⁉⓿巰㾀⏊Ҹ

儝⮴㼆䚱檟も虊Mei-O Resort Seafood Restaurant
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Recommended Itinerary

ṇ╬ᱹዩᬗᑗ▚

Stamp on last page

Ωᱹᰤᚑᣃ

Just take this book on your journey. Book into the hotels and patronize
the restaurants we recommend and collect chops from 2 restaurants (one
must be located in Chenggong township), 2 hotels or inns. When you
have collected 4 chops you are eligible to receive a gift from any one of
the eight visitor centers of the East Coast National Scenic Area Administration.
Exp. Date for Redemption處2009.12.31

Method of Reward

⋛㕪㢮柟虊2009.12.31
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╹嬐⿅嗦㢻㢇╊懙䔸虇株㼗幊⃞ⵎ虇桕䂎3ⵅ檟も虃⌅ᾼ2ⵅ㎟攽
檟も虄ҷ3ⵅ㝔檷㎥㶠ⵎ㏂䱯虃䠋䫷䱯╾虇⌀5↚㏂䱯虄虇│╾⎿㤀䴰埤
㝦ᾚ9↚懙ⴱᾼㅒ⋛㕪店♐Ῠ₌Ҹ㤀䴰埤∨㢘4111₌乍儝䬽♐虇㢘㤀㼆
⹇㼆垊䔘㎥䔺䗿䦂榔擙虃‛戇ᾏ虄䳘⬌䬽Ҹ
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Collect Chops and Reward Gifts
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ᚣỹ᠌ᡱᣋ䒺
䡲!媌!⁉處広䗮䕜!!
䠋!姛!⁉處欻㉯懣
䳥!␒!⁉處㤦亢䗂ҷ㣝㤬呀
㜖⢥佷悾處灝ヴ⣖
咀㜖冊峾處伀ᾏ㜇⃜冊峾
儝姢佷悾處ツ⺊䗚ҷ㤦㉯垼
㚬!!!!處灒搧₁ҷ灝ヴ⣖
䠋姛✽⃜處″憩扷孏⋘㤀扷㼆⹇⢚ⵅ樷㟾Ⓩ䴰䖕埤
⢿!!!!⣏處:7255╿㤀侲㎟攽ⅰ儸捛㜿㣠彾36埮
梊!!!!尀處虃19:虄952.631
≂!!!!䢮處虃19:虄952.678
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